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Abstract

In the 65 years since India formalised its' independence from the British Empire the country
has experienced an immense metamorphosis in all aspects of its economy. This current study
is an analysis of what the possible future economic prospects are for India. As part of the
research process, the researcher delved into the history of the economy, since its
independence from British colonial power, to modern day focusing on particular aspects of
the economy which were relevant to fulfilling the research question of; where does the
economic future lie for India?
fhe current global economic crisis has in part been the backdrop for undertaking this current
study as it has been the catalyst in shifting the pillars of universal economic power between
the weakening West to the unlikely emerging East. Society is living through one of the most
remarkable and intriguing economic times for many decades. Seismic shifts in economic
dominance have occurred between these regions, the West and the East, the magnitude of
which has not been seen for hundreds of years; not since the balance of power was held in the
spice-, silk- and Jewel-rich East. Consequently, this study empirically examines the key
drivers that have inlluenced the Indian economy over the past number of decades and that
have shaped its development to date. The qualitative data gathered also examines those
factors that are central to its continued evolution and those that are the driving force in
moving the economy forward into the future.
fhe research reveals many interesting and surprising results, most notably that despite India's
numerous economic problems, it is its economic strengths that are shining through. It is clear
that the country has yet to fulfil its maximum potential, but the drivers to enable it to do so
are strong. The research found that the demographics of the country are very favourable for
continued growth. This, coupled with the legacy of British colonial rule, means that India is
one of the few low-cost labour countries with a large English-speaking population (in fact the
largest in the world), making it a natural choice for many international companies to do
business there. These elements, coupled with strong predictions of economic growth for the
country, which, if unshackled by the government, could be the second or third largest
economy in the world, are putting India back on its economic pedestal.

Chapter One
Introduction
So far as / am able to judge, nothing has been left undone, either by man or nature, to
make India the most extraordinary eoiintry that the sun visits on his rounds. Nothing
seems to have been forgotten, nothing overlooked,
(Mark Twain, 1835 -1910)

1:0 Introduction
At a time when even the major economic players of the world are in turmoil it may appear to
be a less than sensible time to conduct research into the evolving economy of a country which
for decades has been plagued by poverty, corruption and lack of political will. Yet, it is the
intention of this study to review the Indian economy from the time of its independence from
the British Empire in 1947 to present day with the ultimate aim of mapping the potential
future economic prospects for India.

1:1 Background to the Research Study
The following sections provide a brief cultural background to the country of research: India.
The researcher felt it was imperative not only to have a comprehensive understanding of the
economic situation in India, but also to understand fully how the country is and operates. It
was felt that a background to the mechanics of the eulture and how it works would be central
to gaining a full understanding of the economy of the country and would aid in fulfilling the
research question.
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1:1:1 General Background
India, located in Southern Asia, “is second only to China in terms of population, which stands
at 1.1 billion" (Abram et ciL, 2005:7). According to Karan and Weiner, “about one out of
every six people in the world lives in India" (1989:108). The sheer vastness of the Indian
population is hard to comprehend: “since the early 1900s, India's population has grown by
several million a year. During the 1970's and 1980's the population increased by as much as
14 million per year" (Karen & Weiner, 1989:108). The sheer vastness of India, coupled with
the constant stark contrasts of life there, is beyond compare. “Indian society encompasses a
spectrum representative of all of mankind, from the desperately poor eking out a living in
remote rural areas to metropolitan professionals in the most advanced lines of work and
highly talented scientists operating at the cutting edge of research. In tracing the rise of India
one has to traverse all these spheres of life" (Rothermund, 2008:xiii).

1:1:2 Language
According to Rothermund, India “includes a multitude of ethnic and linguistic groups which
share a common cultural background" (2008:1). The incomparable variety of the landscape of
the country, “stretching from the frozen barrier of the Himalayas to the tropical greenery of
Kerala, and from the sacred Ganges to the sands of the Thar desert is as diverse as are the
languages’' (Abram et ai, 2005:6). According to Karan and Weiner, “the people of India
speak 16 major languages and more than 1000 minor languages and dialects” (1989:114).
Whilst “Hindi is the language of 40% of the population” (Abram et ai, 2005:7), it is not the
first language of the majority of the population. The government realised that “when India
became independent it seemed essential to designate an official language and the obvious
candidate was Hindi’' (Tully, 2011:177). This was not an easy transition; each state across the
11

country already had their own local dialect, an element of their identity. As Karan and
Weiner point out, “many speak Hindi as a second language" (1989:114), and the government
was mistaken if it believed that Hindi was going to be endorsed by the population without
issue:

“practically in Chennai where there were violent protests against Hindi as 'mass

uprising'" (Tully, 2011: 178).
Over time, and after much conflict, the government felt had the eomprehension that the
people would eventually adapt to the new regulation, but it needed time: “ India adapted to its
many languages because the government became wise enough to realize that it was best to
allow Hindi to spread naturally as a link language rather than force the pace” (Tully,
201 1:179). So it was that “India's constitution of 1950 provided that FTndi would be the
official language but that government business would be conducted in English for 15 years”
(Karan & Weiner, 1989:1 14). Surprisingly, the adoption of the Hindi language has had less to
do with government intervention and policy and more to do with the massively prevalent
Indian film industry: Bollywood. “[W]hat has certainly helped the spread of the Hindi
language and eased its development throughout the country has certainly been Bollywood's
all pervasive Hindi movies and their songs" (Tully, 201 1:180).
Despite the fact that Hindi is now the official language of India the English language is very
prevalent among the educated in India and many Indians dedicate themselves to learning
English. *Mt's the mother tongue of the elite and effectively the official language of the central
governmenf' (Tully, 2011:176). However, Hindi cannot be ignored, and for the speakers of
the language “Hindi widens the job market, extends educational opportunities, and it's an
asset in the tourist business now that so many Indian are traveling within their own country”
(Tully, 2011:180). Yet English still remains the more prestigious language: “the lure of Hindi
is insignificant when it's compared with the attraction of English. English is seen as the
gateway to the world, while Hindi is only the gateway to North India” (Tully, 201 1:180). The
12

strength and advantage that the English language has brought to India, according to the
former editor of The Economist, Bill Emmott, has been of paramount importance to its
development: “India fell short of China in almost every measure except the ability to speak
English’' (in Tully, 2011:177). It is for this reason that India will never turn its back on its
colonial language: “The Goddess English will never kill Indian languages, she will learn to
live with them” (Tully, 201 1:199), but moreover will strive to always nurture it, knowing that
it is the gateway to its continued development.

1:1:3 Religion
According to Abram et al., religion plays a vital role in the Indian way of life. “Hindus
comprise 82% of the population, Muslims 12%, and there are millions of Christians, Sikhs,
Buddhists and Jains" (2005:7). Religion is integral to the way people live their lives and its
rules arc deep-rooted in the culture: “religious laws of the Hindus and Muslims govern the
people's clothing, food and marriage. They also strongly influence the type of occupation
among persons who strictly follow the laws” (Karan & Weiner, 1989:116). Food is one
aspect that sets apart the various religions in India: “the Hindu worships the holy cow and
Muslims eats it: at certain festivals the ritual slaughtering of a cow is a must for certain
Muslims. The Hindu - unless he is a vegetarian - eats pork, which the Muslim considers to
be impure” (Rothermund, 2008:10).
Violence is another element that has plagued the various religious communities in India,
especially between the two main religions: “Hindu-Muslim riots are not a new phenomenon
in India” (Rothermund, 2008:10). “Hinduism and Islam are not just creeds, they are ways of
life. The Hindu attitude of inclusive tolerance, stressing the equal value of all religions, is an
insult to an orthodox Muslim who believes that Islam is the only true religion” (Rothermund,
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2008:244). Throughout the years religion has been at the core of many issues that the country
has had to deal with. According to Karan and Weiner, the “’violence between Hindus and
Muslims led to the division of India into two nations, India and Pakistan" (1989:116).

1:1:4 The Caste System
A central element of Indian culture is the caste system, which is “‘a system of social hierarchy
that holds especial sway in rural areas, it may indicate where a person lives and what their
occupation is" (Abram et al., 2005:7). According to Karan and Weiner there are “four main
castes, from highest to lowest. Brahmans, Kshatriyas, Vaisyas, and Sudras" (1989:1 17); and
the caste system is essentially a “detailed ‘system' of social ranks and norms" (Rothermund,
2008:163). Abram el al. point out that in India “the caste system is all pervasive and although
integral to the Hindu belief, it also encompasses non-Hindus" (2005:7). This caste system is
entrenched in the lives of people in India: it is a “cultural system that Hinduism has
constructed and nurtured for centuries" (Tully, 201 1:44).
The caste system has its place in India and for the most part adds somewhat to the order of
life in the country. However, there is also the unsavoury element of the caste system
regarding the treatment by society of the lowest caste, “Dalits or former Untouchables"
(Tully, 2011:32). “Dalit, the name they have chosen for themselves, more accurately reflects
their position. It means broken or oppressed, and in many villages of India the Dalits were so
oppressed that they were regarded literally as untouchable. In some villages even their
shadow was considered polluting'’ (Tully, 2011:33). The treatment of the Dalits was, and in
some districts still is, beyond belief: “the most menial tasks in the village such as disposing of
excrement and removing dead cattle were assigned to Dalits" (Tully, 2011:33).
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As a prominent figure both in India and indeed internationally, Gandhi spoke out in support
of the Dalits and believed that "India would not be genuinely independent until
discrimination decimation against the castes lowest in the hierarchy, the untouchables, was
ended" (Tully, 2011: 32). It also gave the plight of the Dalits a spotlight and propelled the
government to address their needs and ultimately their rights as human beings: "after
independence the law provided for the reservation of special places in government service
and educational institutions for Dalits and tribals. In Parliament and in state assemblies, seats
were to be set aside which only they could contest" (Tully, 2011:32).
Life has changed considerably over the decades for this section of society, in fact "there is no
profession in which it would now be surprising to find a Dalit. Before independence and
quotas in education and government service, it was rare to find a Dalit in any profession"
(Tully, 201 1:34). Today, "according to various estimates their numbers amount to between
170 and 200 million. Affirmative action by the state has improved the position of some of
them, but it could not reach the masses in the countryside where most of the Dalits live"
(Rothermund, 2008:245). Yet there is still much work to be done and the caste system
continues, in many states, to be an integral part of the way society is structured. "India's
economic progress has done little or nothing to diminish” (Tully, 2011:44) the discrimination
to which this section of society is subjected: "oppression of Dalits and discrimination against
them are still routine in Indian villages'’ (Tully, 201 1:43).

1:2 Rationale for the Research
The researcher, being intimately familiar with the country of India, and indeed a Master's
student in Business Studies, choose to pursue the area of research for both practical and
personal reasons. First, the researcher's husband is originally from India and so as such has
15

spent much time in the country traveling throughout the various regions, igniting an increased
interest in the region and a hunger to learn more. Over the past number of years the
researcher has already seen vast changes in India, most especially with the emergence of a
middle class - something previously unknown in India - becoming increasingly prevalent
and playing an already integral part in India's development.
Second, the researcher wanted not only to expand her own knowledge base and gain a greater
insight into the mechanics of how the country works from an economic perspective, but also
to be able in turn to contribute to knowledge and expand on the existing academic literature
already available. It was through the researcher’s initial research proposal that she was able to
decipher that there were gaps in information and to that end decided to build a dissertation
and research question around filling that gap and offering an up-to-date view on the status of
the Indian economy and where the future prospects of the economy lie.
1:3 Aims and Objectives of Study
T he purpose of this current study is to enable to researcher, with greater accuracy, to draw
inferences from the study about the future economic prospects for the country. In order to
fulfill this aim the researcher will be adhering to a number of central objectives namely;
•

Conduct in-depth background secondary research on India and its economy,

•

Investigate the key issues that India has had to overcome and what role they play
today.

•

Examine how the Indian economy has achieved its current growth status and how it
can maintain this growth.

•

Identify the elements that are holding India back from further development.

•

Use qualitative research to extract first-hand comprehensive knowledge and insight
into the current and possible future status of the Indian economy
16

1: 4 Research Focus
The ultimate focus of this study is to be able to accurately map the future prospects of the
Indian economy and to fulfill the research question. To that end the researcher has presented
this current study in a five-chapter format, with each chapter focusing on a particular aspect
of the research.
Whilst there is a lot of existing data already available on the topic of the Indian economy, the
researcher felt there was merit in investigating where the future might lie for the economy of
India based on cumulative opinions of a number of relevant economic experts merged
together. The following is a breakdown of the structure of this study and what can be found in
each of the chapters to follow.
Chapter 2: This chapter outlines the main findings of the select literature that has been
reviewed by the researcher and acts as the foundation to the entire study and a basis for the
qualitative primary research. The chapter outlines the integral issues of the country, the
evolution of its economy and the background to much of what has happened in the course of
its modern history. This chapter will assist the researcher in understanding the workings of
the economy today; and ultimately aid with mapping the future of the economy later in the
study. It also highlights the areas where gaps in knowledge still exist and allows for a more
focused and contributory basis for primary research.
Chapter 3: This chapter outlines the research process that the researcher undertook: what
tools were used and why; how the sample was chosen; and what questions were asked of
them. It outlines the methods the researcher undertook in order to execute the research
objectives. This chapter also outlines the limitations to the research and what implications
these have had.
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Chapter 4 This chapter provides the main findings of the primary research extrapolated from
conducting ten qualitative semi-structured interviews with purposely selected relevant
industry professionals. The results and associated quotations from participants are presented
as per the main themes that emerged in the course of the research. The researcher has
highlighted the opinions of the various interviewees under each theme, where they are
analysed accordingly. This chapter also offers the first insight into the fulfillment of the
research question.
Chapter 5 Whilst the main findings of the research are outlined in Chapter 4, the focus of
Chapter 5 is to interpret the findings presented in Chapter 4 against previous literature on
each of the main findings and to fulfill both the research question and the aim of making a
contribution to knowledge. It also offers recommendations for practice and scope for further
research. I'he researcher's contribution to the study and knowledge is outlined in the
concluding section of this chapter.

18

Chapter Two
Literature Review

2:0 Introduction
This chapter reviews the literature in relation to the evolution of the Indian economy from the
time of its independence from the British Empire in 1947. The literature review has been
compiled through research gained from a focused selection of books, journals and reports,
each of which delves into particular areas of the Indian economy relevant to setting the
foundation for the research question. No doubt, however, gaps in the literature will emerge. It
will be this void in information that will set the basis for the primary research. The
information gathered during this phase of the research will be the cornerstone in mapping the
future economic prospects for India.
2:1 Backdrop to India
In the course of conducting the literature review the researcher read extensively about the
country of India, not purely in relation to all things economic but also in relation to the many
elements that are indirectly related to the functioning of the economy. T hese elements form
the basis for this section and in essence are the backdrop to the research study and are
discussed in detail in the subsequent sections.
2:1:1 Poverty'
Diversity is a common theme in all areas of life in India: “some Indians have great wealth,
but many others can spend only a few cents a day for bare necessities of life. Some cannot
afford shelter and must sleep in streets. Some Indians are college graduates, but many others
have never gone to school at alf', (Karan & Weiner, 1989:108). Yet the reality is that
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“according to the World Bank, the tuimber of Indians living below the international poverty
line actually increased from 407million to 456 million between 1983 and 2005" (In Ganguly
& Garg, 2009:45).
Poverty is not a new phenomenon in India. It has been an integral aspect and feature of life
for much of the population of the country: consequently “India has had a long tradition of the
study of poverty" (Panagariya, 2008:132). Poverty has tragically marked the landscape of the
country for generations: “from 1951 to 1974, India's first quarter-century of independence,
the percentage of its population living in poverty rose from 47 to 56 percent. During the next
quarter-century, that rate fell sharply, reaching 26 percent by 1999-2000” (Fox, 2002:1). To
put those percentages into perspective, “the number of poor people rose steadily from 171
million in 1951 to 321 million in 1974, before falling to 260 million in 1999-2000" (Fox,
2002:1).
The government has not ignored the grave issue of poverty in the country, “poverty
alleviation was always the central goal of the policy in India with growth viewed as a means
rather than an end in itself', (Panagariya, 2008:131). Yet, despite this guiding principle that
the government was publicly demonstrating how it was going to deal with poverty, it is clear
that much of the efforts being made were not constructive but in fact fed a cycle of poverty
and in effect were counterproductive. “The poverty ratio in 1991 was 40%. The poor
increasingly became dependent on ever rising subsidies from the governmenf’, (Chaze,
2006:11).
According to Srinivasan and Wallack, however, the government is continuing its fight to
reduce poverty and this is one of its central causes: “there has been consensus across the
political spectrum that eradication of mass poverty has to be the overarching objective of
Indian economic developmenf’ (2009:33). The government, according to Rothermund, has
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been actively developing programmes to help the poor of India emerge from this state and
contribute to the economy. Under the most recent campaign, the National Rural Employment
Guarantee Act (NREGA) of 2005,the programme “promises 100 days of work at low wages
to one member of each rural household"' (Rothermund, 2008:216).
Yet the problem prevails, according to a survey published in 2010 by Oxford University,
“based on a new index which takes in more indications of poverty than previous ones, if you
take one dollar a day as the minimum income someone needs to be above the poverty line, 42
per cent of Indians are poor. If you take two dollars per day the figure rises to 76 per cent.
Poverty like this creates problems for everyone, not just the poor" (Tully, 201 1 :xv). A visual
representation of this poverty for many urban dwellers “is the huge slums which disfigure
Indian cities. It is estimated that about half of the population of New Delhi and Mumbai live
in slums" (Rothermund, 2008:213).
Life, however, is slowly improving for the poor of India, but the government is aware that
poverty has been, is and will remain a major issue and burden for the country if it is not
constantly tackled: “indeed, since 2003-2004, the economy has been growing at an average
rate exceeding 8 percent. Unsurprisingly, the poverty ratio has been cut in half during this
period. With a large reduction in the absolute number of the poor despite a growing
population"' (Panagariya, 2008:xiv). With improvements in the Indian economy, “poverty has
continued to fall"' (Ahuja et ol., 2006:17) and more segments of the population are beginning
to benefit from this prospering economy. Yet “there are still a great many people, numbering
over 260 million, living in great poverty. This is a travesty that India needs to reverse quickly
if it is to count itself amongst the great nations in this world"" (Chaze, 2006:243).
“Incredible India' is the long-running slogan of the Indian tourist industry'" (Tully, 2011:289).
According to Bal Mundkur, both a friend of Tully and a major advertising mogul in India,
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this slogan "helps conceal 'the basic flaws' of India, and is ’a myth and an insult to India's
950 million poor" (In Tully, 201 1:289). In support of Mundkur's opinion of the conditions in
India, despite the vast development that has taken place over the past number of years, Tully
simply states that "for all the hype about India's economic miracle it is still a very poor
country" (2011:xv). With this level of intense poverty the economy becomes indirectly
affected in many facets of life, one major aspect being education, often reserved for those
who have the money to afford it.
2:1:2 Education
‘‘You can say almost anything about India, and be right, said an economist at the U.S.
Embassy in Delhi" (Ahuja et al., 2006:18).This is particularly applicable when discussing the
Indian educational system, whose effect on its population is all too varying. For many in
India, "education is perhaps the country's great unequalizer", (Ahuja el ciL, 2006:18). Whilst
much of the population of India attend school for only a few years, if at all, "about 16 per
cent of India's children in the age group 6-14 do not go to school at all, amounting to tens of
millions of children. Most also drop out of school well before completing high school".
(Sabhlok, 2009:252). Compare this with the other portion of the population who experience
the success of university and the associated accolades: “today India has 335 universities and
almost 18,000 colleges”, (Panagariya, 2008:432).

Aecording to Rothermund, "modern Indian education owes its origin to British colonial rule”,
(2008:185). The current edueational system in India is very close to the existing British
system and this was no mistake: “in designing the syllabuses and curricula for their colonial
educational system the British elosely followed those of their own schools and colleges at
home”, (Rothermund, 2008:2). Consequent!) the English language became an integral part of
not only the Indian educational system but also everyday communication for those who
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engaged in education. “The intluence of education in English, and the emergence of English
speaking population and the influence of the English-educated elite trained in India and
abroad in the economic, political and social development of India have been phenomenal and
continue to this day" (Srinivasan & Wallack, 2009: 32).

“Today literacy extends to 76 percent of males and 54 percent of females: 65 percent of the
total population" (Abram et al., 2005:7). Whilst a lot of work has been accomplished by the
government in the area of education it has only scratched the surface of what needs to be
done if this country is to really prosper. Due to reforms as a result of work by lobby groups
over the years, “the Indian constitution provides for free education for children from age 6
through 14" (Karan & Weiner, 1989:119). Yet despite these measures many children go
without an education.
The reality in India is that poverty is so prevalent that education is often not a top priority, so
“many children drop out of school and get jobs to help support their families" (Karan &
Weiner, 1989:119). Consequently primary education does not reach the entirety of the
population and is plagued “by high dropout rates" (Rothermund, 2008:187). According to
Dey, “around 140 million children are not in school. It is not just a private loss - they will
never have the opportunity to participate fully in the global economy - it is a loss to society
because they will never be able to fully contribute to if' (2011:96).

In an effort to improve the education system situation, educational policy promoters began
lobbying the government “that 6% of GDP was to be spent on education so as to bring it up
to the standard that was needed; however “this target has not been reached; even in 2003 only
3.5 per cent of GDP was actually devoted to expenditure on education" (Rothermund,
2008:187).
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The issues surrounding education are something that successive governments have tried to
reform over the years and “an important factor in the reduction of the dropout rate was the
provision of cooked midday meals in all schools paid for by the central governmenf’
(Rothermund, 2008:187). This new intervention by the government resulted in “the largest
school meals programme in the world and it has obviously made school attendance much
more attractive"' (Rothermund, 2008:187). Participation in primary education has seen a
massive turnaround: “enrolment in primary schools (aged 6 to 14) has greatly increased: from
1961 to 2005 the number of pupils grew from 34 million to 209 million. The number of
teachers grew from 0.7 to 36 million in the same period" (Rothermund, 2008:187).

Yet the issues surrounding the educational system in India are far more deep-rooted than the
lack of attendance or dropout rates. More fundamental issues relate to school staff and
management and the corruption that is ingrained in the running of many of these institutions:
“25 per cent of teachers supposed to be on duty were absent. The state authorities are far
away and cannot check on their attendance and the local village council cannot discipline
them'' (Rothermund, 2008:187). According to Panagariya, “teacher absenteeism is endemic,
and achievement levels, based on the test scores, are worse than even those in low-end
private schools. Unless the government can give the local administrative units, where the
teachers serve, the power to fire them for incompetence and repeated absences, it is unlikely
that the absenteeism can be brought under control"(2008: 433). Yet, according to
Rothermund, “if a teacher drew his salary from the local government, he would not dare to
neglect his work in the village" (2008:242) because the local government would also have
local representatives to monitor the school's operation, a system currently not being engaged
in by central government.
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Essentially “the government has created an extensive system of public education, but it is
highly ineffective" (Panagariya, 2008:432). Knowing this, the government is continually
trying to introduce various initiatives to improve the educational system and to feed the high
demand for it and the country's growing population: “a school in every village with a
qualified teacher in residence is still a dream" (Rothermund, 2008:242). Yet “the government
has asserted that if India is to adequately serve the public in the area of education, it must
raise public expenditure on it to 6 percent of the GDP. The expenditure on education in
2005-2006 being 2.8 percent of the GDP, the government effectively seek to more than
double it" (Panagariya, 2008:454). Simultaneously the government is endeavouring to
address issues surrounding corruption of the system in government schools and has
consequently introduced a scheme of engaging teaching assistances called “para teachers"
(Rothermund, 2008:188). I'hese untrained teachers are engaged at a far lower salary but due
to the fact they are not permanent and have no contracts, they “are better at their job than
those paid by government. As their Jobs are insecure and as they are paid directly by local
bodies, they must work hard in order to retain their position" (Rothermund, 2008:1 87).
Those who are lucky enough to go through the full educational system are open to
experiencing many of the country's “top-notch Indian Institutes of Technology (lITs) and
Indian Institutes of Management" (Ahuja et ai, 2006:18). So good are the Indian colleges in
many states that “they have produeed a regular flow of world-class graduates, so world-class
that many of them are snapped up by other countries. America’s Silicon Valley owes an
enormous debt to India's ITT" (Tully, 2011:191). Yet despite the many high-quality
educational institutes scattered around the country those that are in receipt of the end product,
i.e. the students, have not always been satisfied with the skills they have been equipped with.
According to Dey, “the quality of Indian college graduates is poor to the extent that only
about a quarter of them are employable" (2011:97). Furthermore, according to Sabhiok, one
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reason for the poor quality of graduates can be ascribed to the ethos of the system, whereby
“at least part of the blame for poor thinking skills must fall on our rote based educational
system which does not develop critical thinking" (2009:195).

Education, and its treatment by the government, is very much mirrored in the state of the
current health care system in India. Both have been severely neglected by reforms undertaken
by the government and both are often denied to much of the population. This matter is
discussed in detail in the following section.
2:1:3 Health
India’s health system “is still lagging behind otherwise comparable developing countries"
(F’anagariya, 2008:419). The public health system would possibly totally collapse without the
support of the private health system which appears now to have become the de facto health
service for the majority of the population. This is, in the most part, because of the lack of
input, intervention and, most important, funding from the government: “expenditure on health
are woefully low, at less than 1% of the country's GDP" (Ahuja et ciL, 2006:19). As a result
of the lack of financial input from the government, coupled w ith the increasing demand from
India's massive population, “the private sector has increasingly come to dominate the
delivery of health services", (Panagariya, 2008:417). The degree of its dominance is evident
in the fact that “the total number of private hospitals has risen from 3000 in 1981 to 10,300 in
1995, and of private hospital beds from 133,000 to 225,000 over the same period"
(Panagariya, 2008:417).
According to a national report on the country's health system. The Report of the National
Commission on Macroeeonomics and Health, the issues surrounding the inadequate health
system are not Just related to funding but are more multi-faceted:“the existing system of
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primary health care has collapsed in several parts of the country, for reasons other than
underfunding’' (In Panagariya, 2008:419). The demand on the system is immense: that “20%
of children's deaths in the world and a quarter of all maternal childbirth mortality occurs in
India further indicate the depth of India's neglect of health” (Ahuja et ai, 2006:19).
Simultaneously, “India also has the world's largest illiterate and HIV infected populations’'
(Ahuja et al., 2006:17); however, the government's seemingly complete disregard for dealing
with the AIDS issue amongst its own people has resulted in them being shunned for any
foreign assistance that might help combat the disease simply because, according to David
Mulford (a former US Ambassador to India), the “Indian government has failed to
demonstrate sufficient internal commitment to the crisis" (Ahuja et al, 2006:20).
Lack of funding, coupled w ith huge demands on the system, are just two of the issues that are
plaguing the public health care system in India. Another, equally dominant and destructive,
issue is lack of accountability, which in itself brings with it even more serious problems.
“The employees are paid by the state, and the local authorities have no powers to supervise
them. As a result, many medical officers visit with PHCs (Public Health Centres)
infrequently and run parallel private practices in the nearby town" (Panagariya, 2008:420).
The issue here is that the “Indian constitution assigns the primary responsibly for health care
to the states’' (Panagariya, 2008: 136), which means that the local municipality has no
authority over these employees and in turn the employees are not answerable to the local
authorities, causing the continued issue of lack of accountability.
The state of the health care system is not all bleak: "‘life expectancy at birth rose from 59.7
years during 1991-95 to 91.6 years during 1998-2002 for males and from 60.9 years to 63.3
years for females over the same period’' (Panagariya, 2008:419). According to Ahuja et al.,
the government has commenced programmes to ensure that health care services reach the
more remote parts of the country: “while challenges are vast in addressing the health of the
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poor, innovative health programs that capitalize on the resources of the local communities
offer promise"' (Ahuja et ciL, 2006:20). A state in the south of the country has established a
health foundation which trains local village delegates as health aides so that they can conduct
some medical procedures: this is a vital service, especially in light of many of these areas'
remoteness from official medical centre's, and also from a financial perspective - the
populations of these areas would not have sufficient finances to allow them to attend official
health clinics. Instead, these local foundations run “a village health clinic that trains villagers
as health aides, provide pregnant women with education and clean supplies for inevitable
home deliveries: and uses software to guide diagnoses and track local disease patterns in
areas where doctors are scarce"' (Ahuja et al., 2006:20). Furthermore, the private health
systems' “facilities and care for the minority who can afford it have reached world-class
levels" (Ahuja et ai, 2006:20).
As we have seen in relation to both the educational system and the health system, one theme
is common to both: that of corruption, an element of the Indian landscape that is visible in all
walks of life. From high-ranking officials to the beggar on the street, no one escapes the
effects of corruption. The followings section outlines in detail the issue of corruption in its
many forms.
2:1:4 Corruption
In India, “official corruption is a major problem"' (Chaze, 208:224) and, unfortunately, an
integral aspect of life throughout the country. It is an issue which needs to be tackled by the
government with the upmost urgency. “The policies must be adhered to, and the rules
obeyed. This means that the dreaded discretionary powers which enable bureaucrats and
politicians to diverge from policies and disobey rules must be removed. Then businessmen
and women will not be able to offer inducements to get politicians and civil servants to use
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their discretionary powers. 1 he government must not be allowed to send agencies such as the
police and Income Tax authorities to harass those it wants to cow', then the business
community will have the courage, hopefully, to campaign for good governance” (Tully,
2011:290). Yet these much-needed reforms are akin to dreams for the people of India as
“there is often a lack of political will to introduce measures which are resented by the
influential voters” (Rothermund, 2008:142) According to Irani, “the politicians say yes to
every populist demand they think will get them votes, and the civil servants tend to say no
because that's less risky than saying yes" (Tully, 201 1:215). Consequently, this often results
in the government making popular yet unconstructive decisions which actually hinder the
development of the country yet allow politicians to retain their seats in parliament.
If modern India is to continue on its economic development path and continue to attract
foreign investors, corruption must be addressed and the government must put plans in place
to eradicate it. According to Sabhlok, the situation is now so extreme that “corruption in India
is frequently among the main reasons cited by people for leaving India. If India does not
reform its governance, this exodus will gather pace since it is currently restricted by limited
intakes by the West”, (2009:68).According to Tully, a large part of the problem is that
“Government policies are still not implemented transparently. Ministers and bureaucrats have
too many discretionary powers to bend those policies for their own benefit too” (201 1:200).
The issue of maintaining its attractiveness to foreign investors needs to be kept to the fore and
tackling the issue of corruption is one of the areas that needs to be addressed to make the
experience of dealing with India an easy one. Tully relates that he “had recently heard the
director of a foreign company saying that India was still one of the most difficult countries in
the world to do business in” (Tully, 2011: 215).
Whilst corruption is seen in every aspect of life, “there are frequent allegations that business
is responsible for much of the political and bureaucratic corruption that plagues the country”,
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(Tully, 201 1:201). In India, however, these businesses are simply adjusting to and working
within the way the system operates. The truth is that corruption in India comes from the top
down. A former Prime Minister, Indira Gandhi, endorsed corruption to such a degree that she
became known as "the fountainhead of all corruption in India'* (Tully, 2011:211). During her
tenure as Prime Minster she “persuaded her cabinet to license him (her son) to manufacture
50,000 cars annually, when other experienced manufacturers, including Tata, had been
refused licenses’* (Tully, 2011:211) under the then very prevalent “license raj” regime.
According to Tully, “inevitably there were cries of foul play’*, (2011:211).
Thankfully change is imminent, and “corruption scandals are now coming out of the
woodwork because of a more alert media’* (Tully, 2011:290). The outlook for India is
beginning to turn; the FICCI (Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry)
issued a statement to reflect a new. emerging India “We are deeply concerned about the
potential damage to brand India and the Indian story due to brazen acts of corruption by a
select few. To preserve India's robust image and keep the growth story intact, FICCI calls for
transparency, accountability and probity in our system of governance. We urgently need rules
and regulations that do not allow rent-seeking. Therefore FICCI believes that anybody found
indulging in corrupt practices either as a payee or recipient must be punished in a fast-tracked
process”, (In Tully, 2011:228).
As detailed above, every aspect of life, industry and business in India is affected by
corruption. The area of infrastructure is no exception. The poor state of India’s infrastructure
- its roads, energy and irrigation - is all affected in some way by corruption is outlined in
more detail in the following section.

2:1:5 Infrastructure
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According to Rothermund, "infrastructure everyw here is to a large extent a legacy of the past:
it reflects the investment decisions of bygone days” (2008:152). In modern India,
"infrastructure remains perhaps the greatest drag on India's current growdh prospects” (Ahuja
et al., 2006:15). India is only too aware of the issues that its poor infrastructure is causing to
its development. "India's problems are painfully visible. The roads are atrocious. Public
transport is a disgrace. Many of the country's dynamic entrepreneurs waste hours each day
stuck in traffic”, {The Economist, 2010:1 I).
2:1:5:1 Roadways
"In the late nineties the then Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee remarked, with his
trademark humour, "our roads don't have a few potholes. Our potholes have a few roads”
{'fully, 201 l:xiii). As a country "with more than 3 million kilometers of roads, India has the
largest road network of all nations” (Rothermund, 2008:153), yet "the road network was va.st
but of poor quality, and the country was crisscrossed with two-lane highways” (Chaze,
2006:1 1). Like many other areas of concern in India, "the biggest casualty of poor allocation
of resources was the absence of physical infrastructure that was so badly needed to push
growth. It took the Indian economic and political establishment a long time, at least until the
crisis struck, to realize there cannot be growth without physical infrastructure” (Chaze,
2006:11).

2:1:5:2 Power
It is not only the roads that are a major issue in the infrastructure of India, but the lack of a
reliable power supply, which has become a part of everyday life. The population of the
country and the many corporations operating in India have learned to accept constant power
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cuts as the norm and now “many households also keep a small generator at hand for dealing
with the almost daily blackouf\(Rothermund, 2008:149). The country is burdened by
ineffective management of electricity by the state electricity boards, and “the result of all
these operational problems are frequent power cuts that force corporate consumers to rely on
captive power, the generation of which has far exceeded the electricity supplied to industrial
firms by public utilities"' (Rothermund, 2008:149). Whilst it is in the national interest to
improve such infrastructural deficiencies, most of the infrastructure is controlled by the
government; and while the government sees that the larger private sector organisations are
“taking care of their own infrastructure needs in response to state government's neglect’"
(Ahuja et al., 2006:10), it appears to be taking the lazy route and allowing these large
companies and, indeed, households to carry the burden instead. A solution to these problems
has been sought by “unbundling the activities of the STBs (state electricity boards),
separating the generation, transmission and final supply of electricity and entrusting it to
different agencies which would then concentrate on their respective tasks”,(Rothermund,
2008:149). Furthermore, “the idea of a national grid which enables the transfer of energy
from surplus to deficit states has been advocated in India for a long time. Such a grid would
also help to deal with the peaks of electricity consumption which cause particular problems in
India” (Rothermund, 2008:150).

2:1:5:3 Water Harvesting
According to Rothermund, “India is burdened by shackles whose weight increases with every
step it takes” (Rothermund, 2008:136). One such shackle - that of water scarcity - is a
massive infrastructural issue, which is plaguing the operations of the country. In a country
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that does indeed experience a lot of rain, *'the monsoon does not provide long periods of mild
drizzle; it prefers sudden downpours" (Rothermund, 2008:136), these downpours are not
being exploited - “water harvesting is crucial, but it has been neglected" (Rothermund,
2008:136) - as the infrastructure is not there to do so. “In many parts of India there are
ancient tanks and other local irrigation works based on the collection of rain water; sadly
many of these old works have degenerated as the traditional institutions supporting them no
longer exist" (Rothermund, 2008:138). Yet, as with many issues in India, “there is an
intractable political problem about water management in India", (Rothermund, 2008:142).
India's issue of water scarcity goes beyond irrigation needs for the agricultural sector: it is far
more basic. “Access to safe drinking water in Indian households has been of great concern to
India's planners. In 1961 only 38 per cent of Indian households had such access"
(Rothermund, 2008:141); however, “this divide has been reduced very considerably. In 2001,
78 per cent of all households could get safe drinking water; in urban areas only 10 per cent
had to live without direct access to drinking water while in rural areas nearly three quarters of
the population could get drinking water in their households" (Rothermund, 2008:141).
2:1:5:4 Concluding Comments on Infrastructure
The government of India is aware of the work it needs to do in order to bring the country's
infrastructure up to standard. “Prime Minister Singh has declared that India must raise levels
of investment in infrastructure to enable the nation to reach its goal of 8% growth" (Ahuja et
ai, 2006:10). “Electricity, telecommunications, and transportation are all crucial to the rapid
growth of industry and services", (Panagariya, 2008:305). Consequently, “the government
successfully embarked upon a massive program of highway construction" (Panagariya,
2008:xix) and “roads are feverishly being built, grand expressways are sprouting up linking
India's major cities" (Chaze, 2006:3).
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A lot more work remains to be done and these efforts are merely scraping the surface, but
what is holding the government back from making much-needed investment in the country's
infrastructure? “Due to India's large deficit, the nation often skimps on infrastructure
spending" (Ahuja et ciL, 2006:10). This skimping will ultimately be to the country's
detriment; “India's growth will be severely jeopardized without substantial improvements in
infrastructure" (Ahuja et al., 2006:15).
2:2 An Economic Historical Context
“In the eighteenth century, Britain was still a very small nation of only a few million people
who nevertheless managed to conquer India, the home of about 150 million people"
(Rothermund,2008:2). The British arrived in India under the guise of the East India
Company, which came to India to trade spices and silks. However, “England slowly
encroached upon India through the East India Company and eventually exerted full control
over the subcontinent" (Ahuja et uL, 2006:4). By the time India regained its independence,
“British crown rule over India [had] lasted 90 years, from 1858 to 1947" (Roy, 2002:110).
Gandhi believed that the Indian people were too compliant with the English and were
somewhat overwhelmed by their presence in the country. He argued “that the Indians had
practically given India to the British and have ever since kept them there by cooperating with
them; if they ceased to do so, the British could not govern India any longer" (Rothermund,
2008:4).
While this relationship did prove beneficial to India in many respects, according to Ahuja et
ai, giving India “institutions like a court system, railroads, and the English language, the
British Raj also exploited the country economically throughout its tenure'" (2006:4).
According to Tully, “before it had been colonized the Indian subcontinent had been one of
the great manufacturing areas of the world, only allowed to develop on British terms. Those
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terms favored the British rather than India" (fully, 2011:205). The relationship “left a
residual distaste and distrust of foreigners and their eeonomie ambitions" (Ahuja et al.,
2006:4). This distrust was to have a monumental effeet on the mindset of the Indian people,
something that would last for generations and would ultimately have a eentrifugal effeet on
the country's economy right up to the present day: “indeed, so profound was the mid-century
reaction against globalization that the two most populous Asian countries ended up largely
cutting themselves off from the global market from the 1950s until the 1970s” (Ferguson,
2008: 287).
Gandhi's dream of an end of British suppression was to come true in time. “India became a
dominion independent from British Colonial Rule on August 15, 1947" (Srinivasan &
Wallack, 2009:1). After India finally freed itself of the shackles of British rule, the
“appointment of India's National Congress Party heralded a new era of economic policy
dedicated to self sufficiency” (Ahuja et al., 2006:4). Yet it would be a further three years
before India “formally became a Federal Republic after adopting a constitution on January
26, 1950” (Srinivasan & Wallack, 2009:1) and unburdened itself of the depredations of its
occupancy by

of the British Empire: “colonialism caused underdevelopment” (Roy,

2002:1 12).
The experience of British rule was not without its war wounds and the country would pay
dearly for this period of occupation, which would ultimately prove an impediment to the
Indian economy. “It fostered an introvert mentality and resulted in a lack of competitiveness”
for the country (Rothermund, 2008:xii). It was India’s dedication to self-sufficiency that
would ultimately be to its detriment. Its first Prime Minister, Nehru, “established state
ownership and import-substitution industrialisation in hopes of developing the nation’s
internal capacity”, (Ahuja et al., 2006:4). What was developing, according to Srinivasan &
Wallack, was an “elaborate system of controls including tax incentives and disincentives,
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tariffs and quantitative restrictions on imports and exports, restrictions on foreign investment,
licensing requirements for production and investment as well as reservation of certain
activities for private, public and micro industries in order to ensure that private sector
producers and investors produced and invested in conformity”, (2009:10). This system of
bureaucracy “became known as [the] 'license Raj' (Ahuja et ciL, 2006:4).Nevertheless, there
was logic, initially, in the government's introduction of this system: “the licenses and permits
were intended to ensure that investment and trade were controlled by the government in what
it claimed was the national interest. In fact the interests served were in the main the
politicians' and bureaucrats' who issued the licenses and permits, and those of the members
of the business community who paid for them” (Tully, 201 1 :x).
Whilst the government thought, post independence, that the reforms they were making were
for the betterment of the country, they did the reverse, setting the wheels in motion for many
years of poor growth, corruption and inefficiency: “India's socialistic planning failed to
develop a strong economy and efficient institutions. Waste and corruption flourished" (Ahuja
et al, 2006:4). According to fully, “the automobile industry is the most often quoted
example of the pernicious effects of the License-Permit Raj. Industrialists had to obtain a
license to invest, and existing manufacturers didn't want any new competitors. They had
ways of seeing that new licenses were not granted, and so for many years one car, Hindustan
Motors' legendary Ambassador, reigned virtually unchallenged on the roads in India” (Tully,
2011: 210).
2:2:1 Indians Economic Development
In the centre of India's flag sits a spinning wheel, a symbol used by Mahatma Gandhi to
represent India’s self-sufficiency through their enormous textile industry. “For much of its
independence, India's economy was governed by the principle of the spinning wheel - with
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disastrous economic and social effects'', (Ahuja et al., 2006:3). According to Panagariya,
“India wanted to be independent of the world markets” (2008:283), but it would pay a costly
price for this desired independence.
According to Panagariya, “the period from 1956-66 to 1980-81 turned out to be the darkest
in the post independence economic history of India” (2008:xvii). The Prime Minister at the
time caused much destruction of the economy and decisions were made at this time that
would have catastrophic and long-lasting effects on the Indian economy: “she nationalized
the major banks, oil companies, and coal mines. She imposed tight restrictions on the
operations of foreign companies and effectively forced the vast majority of them either to
transform themselves into Indian companies or to leave the country” (Panagariya, 2008:xvii).
She also “outlawed layoffs of workers by firms with 100 or more employees under any
circumstances” (Panagariya, 2008:xvii). As a result of many of the policies introduced by
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, “India found its growth rate plummeting to 3.2 percent. Many
of the restrictions introduced during this era proved politically difficult to undo later, and
some of them continue to harm growth today” (Panagariya, 2008: xvii).
According to Roy “after 1947, the policy of ‘self reliance' involved a deliberate and drastic
reduction in the influence of global factors on the domestic economy” (2002:1 11). It was
during much of this formative period of its independence from Britain that, ‘Mndia was in the
throes of economic agony as years of isolation, stifling government control over economic
activity and fiscal mismanagement finally caught up and it was clear that the strategy the
government had tried to implement was not working however, “the government
understandably did not publicly acknowledge that it had gone too far in restricting industrial
activity, it quietly began to ease up on the controls through administrative measures”
(Panagariya, 2008:xvii), but the state of the economy continued to plummet.
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The Indian government at this time “comprised most of the economy, controlling almost
everything from the large and medium-sized banks - which were nationalized in the 1970s to manufacturing cars, watches, cement, steel and textiles, besides operating refineries,
supplying electricity to rural and urban consumers, running telephone exchanges, gas stations
and airlines, exporting minerals, and selling general and life insurance, among other things”
(Chaze, 2006:10). As a result of these detrimental ideologies of self-sufficiency, coupled with
mass spending on defense, eventually “in 1991 India found itself on the brink of bankruptcy.
The government had even been forced to sell gold, a devastating blow to the self-respect of a
nation where possession of that shining metal is the ultimate status symbol" (Tully, 201 l:x).
This period became known as the “1991 Balance of Payment (BOP) crisis” (Ahuja el al.,
2006:7). Eventually the country was forced to procure a $1.8 billion IMF (International
Monetary Fund) loan, which acted as a “tipping poinf' in India's economic history. The IMF
bailout wounded the pride of a country that had striven above all things for “self-sufficiency
through its post independence socialist's policies” (Ahuja et al, 2006:7); it was also the
catalyst that revealed to India and indeed the world that its policy of self-sufficiency was not
working; but, moreover, it was counterproductive.
By the middle of 1991, “the Indian government came to the brink of default on its foreign
currency loans, and its foreign exchange reserves position was such that India had about
enough dollars to cover just two weeks worth of imports” (Chaze, 2006: 6). This was the first
time that “Indian production recorded negative growth. GDP growth for the fiscal year 199192 was a shade below 1%. Historically India had never seen negative GDP growth” (Chaze,
2006:6). In fact, “at the time of independence in 1947 India had a 2.4% share of world trade,
which had collapsed to 0.5% by 1991” (Chaze, 2006:11). It appeared that the government’s
years of lack of effective planning and associated regulations and policies were finally
bearing their fruit. Consequently, “the situation that India found itself in by the middle of
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1991 was Lintenable. The government was bankrupt” (Chaze, 2006:7). The country was on
the verge of collapse and its “banking system was in a pitiable shape” (Chaze, 2006:7).
Eventually “the severity of the fiscal situation finally forced the politicians and bureaucrats to
release their iron grip on the economy. The crisis achieved something unbelievable and
unthinkable until then; it induced a change from uncompromising centralized control to a
market-driven system with regulatory oversight enforced independent of the state in several
key sectors of the economy” (Chaze, 2006:7). A period of change and development was
finally in motion
2:2:2 An Economic Turning Point
By 1991 “the economy was a nightmare” (Chaze, 2006:10). According to Chaze, “this was
the state of an economy after following policies for decades that were designed to build a new
industrialized India, where servicing the government's debt alone took up almost all its
revenues and the government was actually borrowing to pay salaries to public servants and
subsidize the economy" (Chaze, 2006:1 1).
The IMF bailout issued in 1991 “led to a very powerful series of reforms that catalyzed
growth” (Chaze, 2006: 8): this was the turnaround for India. According to Ganguly and Garg,
“the reforms aimed to undo the layers of controls on business activity imposed in the post
independence period” (2009:45). The country was about to close the door on decades of
“slow growth under socialist rule and offered an opportunity to improve living conditions in
the immense, poor country” (Ahuja et ai, 2006:3).The Indian government began to set the
wheels in motion for much change “to expand industry and raise living standards” (Karan &
Weiner, 1989:133).
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According to Panagariya. the Prime Minister at the time, Narasimha Rao (1991-1996),
wanted to introduce change and, consequently, development for India, so he “quiekly
proceeded to dismantle lieensing on machinery and raw material imports, lower industrial
tariffs, open most industries to foreign investment, and end investment licensing. He also
moved ahead with the reform to direct and indirect taxes, liberalization of the financial sector,
and trimming of the fiseal defieit. Early steps were also taken to open teleeommunieations
and domestic civil aviation to the private seetor. These measures yielded the handsome
growth rate of 7.1 percent between 1993-94 and 1996-97, and also placed the economy on a
long-term growth trajectory of 6 percenf'( 2008:xviii).
The 1991 crisis was indeed a defining moment for India. It was now' clear that it eould no
longer proceed with this policy of self-sufficiency and moreover that if it was to survive and
prosper, “India needed to better integrate with the global eeonomie system. Breaking with
tradition, the new Congress government went beyond traditional short-term stabilization
efforts and began addressing the underlying causes of India's economic woes" (Ahuja et ai,
2006:7). fhe economic reforms that the government started imposing after coming to the
“brink of disaster in 1991 brought in three elements that India was never previously allowed
to have: competition, entrepreneurship and the beginnings of world-elass infrastrueture"
(Chaze, 2008: 11).
As part of its reforms following the 1991 eeonomie crash, “India began to use Soviet-style
five-year plans to further its development agenda" (Chaze, 2006:9). Subsequently, and in line
with its ethos of self-sufficiency, “controversial reforms in areas like taxation, financial
services and publie seetor management were developed and approved by Indian committees
rather than by external bodies like the World Bank or IMF" (Ahuja et ai, 2006:7).
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The selection of the early reforms was strategically chosen: "they relaxed the controls on
private sector investment, liberalized the trade rules, accepted that market economics had
their validity, and heavily devalued the rupee'" (Tully, 201 l:x). Whilst the government
wanted to make radical changes in the country's economic position, it was also tactful,
“fearing with India's constant cycle of elections, any set back at the polls would damage the
reforms' momentum. Thus the government attacked glaring problems but also avoided
politically costly changes" (Ahuja et ai, 2006:3).
2:2:2:1 Fiscal Reforms
“India's fiscal policy is a key part of its overall economic history and central to its growth
prospects" (Ahuja el al., 2006:8). The government, being only too aware of this, initially
focused on fiscal reform and “drove an initiative to move the country toward a Value Added
Tax system, by 2005, most state governments had adopted if' (Ahuja et al., 2006:8). Whilst
this proved to be a success in certain areas, “VAT contributed 70% of Delhi's total revenue
collection" (Ahuja et al., 2006:8), the issue of tax evasion was huge, “with some businesses
and public estimating that a mere 20% of taxable revenue is actually collected" (Ahuja et al.,
2006:8). A lack of cooperation between the various levels of government, central and
regional, was contributing to the increasing issue of tax evasion: “greater cooperation among
different levels of government is needed to coordinate decision making, expenditure
targeting, and tax collection procedures" (Ahuja et al., 2006:8).
Further reforms were made by the government to restructure the financial sector; committees
were established “to research and make recommendations regarding financial system
modernization, deregulation, and lending improvements” (Ahuja et al., 2006:8). The
government was only too aware that public transport was one of many areas that was holding
the country back and offering yet another excuse to potential foreign investors not to invest in
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their country; however, “efforts to privatise and introduce competition were approached
cautiously, due to the political sensitivity of these reforms and resulted in more limited
change than did deregulation"' (Ahuja et ai, 2006:8). India knew' that reforms were essential
if it was to continue on its path of development, and these reforms “had very important,
positive consequences of unleashing growth and raising the standard of living" (Chaze, 2006:
8).
2:2:2:2 Lowering the Barriers to Trade
India, “after attaining independence experienced a long period of voluntary isolation”
(Rothermund, 2008:xii) and ultimately adopted an ethos of self-sufficiency. This selfsufficiency was so extreme that the country was verging on being anti-foreign goods: “the
frightening experience that Western multinational companies had at the hands of a left
leaning government in the late 1970s - where many, including Coca-Cola, were kicked out of
the country without compensation” (Chaze, 2006:5) was beyond belief and reason.
Furthermore, ‘‘foreign investments were permitted in only a handful of industries deemed
critical to the national interest” (Chaze, 2006:9). Foreign ownership of Indian companies was
not an easy route: “investors faced complications that included a subjective licensing process,
high regulation upon approval, and equity-holding caps” (Ahuja et ai, 2006:9). Over the past
20 years, though, India “has come a long way toward opening its borders to trade - exports
and imports grew at 19% and 30% in 2004 and 2005 respectively”,(Ahuja et ai, 2006:9). The
country is growing year on year, and not just from its own domestic market but also due to
increased investment: “throughout the past decade a number of important industries like
aviation and construction have raised or eliminated caps on foreign investment” (Ahuja et ai,
2006:9).
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India was making life hard for itself and indeed impossible for those who wished to trade
with it and in it. Reflecting the severity of the situation at the time, one company that had
such experiences was Infosys, whose "executives described how the founders had to visit
Delhi nine times to obtain a license to import just one personal computer" (Ahuja et al,
2006:9). India was not doing itself any favours and reforms needed to be made in terms of its
international trade and investment policies.
"Having moved from barring foreign ownership in a wide swath of industries to encouraging
foreign investment, India has made significant progress in opening its economy’’ (Ahuja et
ciL, 2006:13). This has resulted in great improvements for India: "its foreign investment
inflows increased from 0.5% of GDP in 1991 to 4.1% in 2000, [but] these figures are dwarfed
by other emerging Asian markets, particularly China" {Ahuja et ai, 2006:14).
2:2:2:2 Labour Reforms
Since the 1991 crisis, governments have also, not in great detail, but with some success
addressed the issue of labour reforms. However, a lot more work is needed in this area.
"Labour markets remain one of the most regulated sectors of the Indian economy as labour
reform was not addressed in the early 1990s’' (Ahuja et ai, 2006:15). It may possibly be the
case that the government is not placing massive emphasis on the whole area of labour
reforms because they are not overly affecting the sectors which are driving the country's
economy forward. “India's restrictive labor laws are not a problem during times of expansion
and do not affect high skilled workers in the software and R & D sectors, they discourage
further private investments, particularly in the manufacturing sector" (Ahuja et ai, 2006:15).
For the sectors that are possibly being left behind, according to Ahuja et ai, “labour
regulations have made unions a powerful force in Indian politics” (2006:10), but the situation
is improving: “there are fewer labor strikes today, labor agreements now generally include
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clauses on productivity, and court judgments are no longer reflectively in favour of labor"
(Ahuja el ai, 2006:10). According to Nanda Nilekani, CEO of Infosys, “the lack of a flexible
labor policy is an important impediment to India's growth" (2006:10). Ahuja el al. highlight
the ever-persistent old world ways of conducting business: “a 1947 Act mandated state
governments to require manufacturing firms with over 100 workers to gain governmental
approval before firing workers" (2006:10). This highlights yet again the fact that while the
country is moving forward it is also constantly taking steps backwards.
2:2:3 India: Post-Economic Reforms
According to Panagariya, “most observers of the Indian economy now accept the view that
reforms have been central to the turnaround of the Indian economy" ,(2008:xvii). flad the
reforms not been undertaken, “India would not be filled with the kind of wealth-creating
opportunity, that is available today for investors both within and outside its borders" (Chaze,
2006:8). On the other hand, “the image of an ‘India Shining" post 1991 is hardly a
representative or fully accurate portrayal of a country where over 100,000 villages have never
heard a telephone ring" (Ahuja el al., 2006:17). Whilst the 1991 reforms resulted in major
progress for India, *lhe direct beneficiaries were more affluent urban dwellers" (Ahuja el al,
2006:17).
'‘India has great varieties and differences in both its land and its people. The land includes a
desert, jungles and one of the world's rainiest areas" (Karan & Weiner, 1989:108). It is these
extreme contrasts of life in India that are utterly incomprehensible at times. Today “about a
quarter of India's one billion plus population, who constitute a third of the world's poo^
continue to live in poverty. Over 70% of Indians live in deprived rural areas. This is the
challenge of a country heralded as the home of the new Silicon Valley, where oxen and

^4

trucks share highways, and where preventable diseases like polio are rampant” (Ahuja el ai,
2006:17).
According to Tully, “the remarkable developments in India's corporate world over the last
twenty years have highlighted the advantages India has when it comes to doing business - its
entrepreneurial flair, and managerial talent. The second is remarkable in a country where the
government mismanages so much” (2011:200). It is believed that India's success is “not
because of the government but despite it. India's development is being driven by strong and
competitive managements that have access to the best of the country's highly developed
talent pool” (Chaze, 2008:226).
As a result of the reforms undertaken, “India grew 6.3 percent per annum during 1988-2006.
During 2003-07, the annual growth rate was 8.6 percent. The 2007-08 budget places the
quick estimate for 2005-06 at 9 percent and the advance estimate for 2006-07 at 9.2 percent”
(Panagariya, 2008:259). This level of growth and, in turn, “the success that Indian companies
enjoy and the competitive edge developed is purely a testimony to the management strength,
the level of entrepreneurship and their innate resourcefulness”, (Chaze, 2008:226).
Furthermore, reforms undertaken in the area of foreign direct investment now mean that it is
no longer akin to achieving the impossible to do business in India: “the large number of
global automobile brands seen on the Indian roads shows that its now possible for foreign
manufacturers to set up in business here” (Tully, 2011:201).
“If India is to achieve continued economic growth and define herself as a world power, social
and economic reform must occur in tandem” (Ahuja et al., 2006:17). Even today, India's
huge population and indeed the rate at which India has expanded has not been without issue.
“Poverty remains a harsh fact of life for around forty percent of India's inhabitants; no other
nation on earth has slum settlements on the scale of those in Delhi, Mumbai and Kolkata
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(Calcutta), nor so many malnourished children, uneducated women and homes without access
to clean water and waste disposal" (Abram et ai, 2005:7).
There are many issues that India still needs to overcome before it can be completely free of
its shackles, and allowing it to transition to a modern economy: ”if young Indians are not
provided with health services and a good education as well as jobs they will become a burden
on India, not an asset" (Tully, 201 l:xvii); and the issue persists of “infrastructure bottlenecks
in areas such as telecommunications, electricity, and transportation, on the one hand, and
from the social sector services such as health, water supply and sanitation and education on
the other hand" (Panagariya, 2008:259).
2:2:4 India and the Global Financial Crisis
“There was an eruption of financial crisis in 2007-8, which originated in the US and spread
to other advanced economies, fhe financial crisis has seriously affected the growth prospects
of emerging market and developing economies" (Reddy, 2010:3). Whilst many suggest that
India escaped collateral damage brought on by this global economic crisis due to its heavy
reliance on the domestic market, such comments may very well be unfounded.“It should be
noted that India's integration with the global economy contributed noticeably to India's
accelerated growth while the global economy was prospering. Hence it is logical that India
would feel the impact of adverse developments in the global economy" (Chaze, 2008:353).
Yet India has maintained its stability in “a sea of global turbulence" (Reddy, 2010: 2).
In 2008-9, the global financial crisis impacted India" (Reddy, 2010:2); however,“lndia's
financially sound and well-capitalized banking system, comfortable foreign exchange
reserves position and robust domestic demand, led by the rural economy, have acted as shock
absorbers amid the crisis", (Ganguly & Garg, 2009:54).
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According to Reddy, "India did not contribute to the global imbalances” (2010:352).
Nonetheless, "the challenge before India's policymakers, therefore, shifted at this stage from
managing the successful integration of the Indian economy with the global economy to
managing the impact of the global financial crisis on India” (Reddy, 2010:3). Even when the
financial crisis was in its infancy, the government knew that action needed to be taken to
protect its own banking system: "the RBI (Reserve Bank of India) conceded that it could not
take a view on whether there were asset bubbles or not, but it did note the possibility of such
a buildup of bubbles in the domestic economy. Consequently, to protect the banking system
from a possible adverse impact, counter cyclical regulatory measures were undertaken”
(Reddy, 2010:352). Reddy notes that "while it is difficult to pass Judgment on whether the
policies and actions of the RBI were appropriate, it is possible to hold that they were,
broadly, in a direction that did not contribute to the eurrent crisis of the global economy, and,
in fact, they attempted to minimise the vulnerabilities in the domestic economy” (Reddy,
2010:353).
As a result of the reactive and protective measures undertaken to secure the banking system,
India's "banking system as a whole remains reasonably strong, and is fairly well-poised to
generally withstand a possible impairment of their asset quality due to a slowdown in the real
economy, and the bursting of asset bubbles” (Reddy, 2010:367). Furthermore, “the financial
markets have shown considerable resilience, and stress has been confined to frictional
liquidity for a temporary period. The RBI has at its command multiple instruments, which it
has been deploying as and when necessary. The financial markets draw comfort from the
commitment of the RBI to moderate excess volatility. This should faeilitate recovery in
India” (Reddy, 2010:367).
Furthermore, in its response to the global financial crisis, the government “launched fiscal
stimulus packages from December 2008” (Reddy, 2010:352). The stimulus package included
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such

measures as “additional

public

spending, government guaranteed

tunes

for

infrastructure spending, cuts in indirect taxes, expanded guarantee cover for credit to micro
and small enterprises, and additional support to exporters. These packages came on top of an
already announced expanded safety net for the rural poor, a farm loan waiver package, and
salary increases for government staff, all of which were expected to have stimulated denand”
(Reddy, 2010:362). As with many other countries, “the duration as well as the severity of the
impact is still uncertain’' (Reddy, 2010:367) for India as well as the rest of the world. “Policy
measures taken in India are yet to fully impact the economy" (Reddy, 2010:367). Thai being
said, “the ongoing global crisis has brought to light the resilience of the Indian economy,
despite its vulnerabilities" (Reddy, 2010:369) and “while being less vulnerable to serious
financial or external sector problems, India is likely to continue to clock the second highest
growth rates in the world" (Reddy, 2010: 369).
2:3 India’s Current Economic Status
“‘Unity in Diversity' was the slogan chosen when India celebrated fifty years of
Independence in 1997" (Abram et al., 2005:6). Since independence India has experienced
much turmoil, but much change for the betterment of the country. The journey the country
has taken has been marked by many issues along the way, the most recent being the global
economic crisis; “in 2011, India‘s economic growth had slowed to below 7 percent and the
stock markets mirrored the weakening economic conditions" (Bartsch & Jos, 2012). Yet
“India’s exports were growing very strongly through 2011 despite the worsening economic
conditions in Europe, which continued to be India’s most important export markef' (Bartsch
& Jos, 2012). Nonetheless there continues to be great insecurity: “global economic conditions
are fragile, and there remains great uncertainty as to how markets will evolve over the
medium term" (Bartsch & Jos, 2012). According to Bartsch & Jos, “a worst-case
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international scenario would lead to a collapse of demand for India's exports and strong
contraction in private sector spending’" (2012).

Whilst India has a massive domestic market, a large portion of its revenue comes from its
exports. Notwithstanding the slowdown in the global economy in the second half of 2011,
India's exports remained strong during the year (Bartsch & Jos, 2012:2), though “the EU is
still the biggest trading partner" (Bartsch & Jos, 2012:3). This does not offer India much
comfort. Given “the slow growth expected in core OECD countries, India's GDP growth will
have to rely on domestic growth drivers (Bartsch & Jos, 2012:12). Moreover, “exports are
shifting away from the old OECD (EU and the US) and toward emerging markets in Asia and
the Middle East" (Bartsch & Jos, 2012:3) where “the share of the main trading partners in
Asia (China, Indonesia, Pakistan, Sri Eanka, Singapore) has increased to almost match the
share of the old OECD"( Bartsch & Jos, 2012:3).

Bartsch & Jos note that “the slowdown in GDP growth witnessed over the last two quarters is
likely to extend into the coming fiscal year because of the weakness in investment. In
FY2011-12 and FY2012-13, GDP growth is forecast to reach around 7-7.5 percent, a
significant slowdown from the 9-10 percent growth in the run-up to the global financial
crisis. The slowdown is at least partly caused by structural problems’' (Bartsch & Jos, 2012).
Another issue which is impeding growth due to the current global financial crisis is access to
funds in the OECD area. “For developing countries in general, the contagion has been broadbased, with higher funding costs and sharply weakened capital flows, although that does not
yet seem to have affected India” (Bartsch & Jos, 2012). Furthermore, “while FDI held up
well during the global crisis, it has since declined. A rebound seemed to be underway in Q1
FY2011-12, but it was not sustained",(Bartsch & Jos, 2012:13). According to Bartsch and
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Jos, "renewed shocks to the global financial system could quickly change invesUr
perceptions and lead to another flight to safety" (2012:13).

Despite the economic issues circulating around the globe, "rating agencies maintained ther
India ratings, but the business outlook is worsening" (Bartsch & Jos, 2012:4); "whi'e
Moody's upgraded its rating from Ba2 to Bal with a positive outlook, Fitch revised its rating
from negative to stable" (Bartsch & Jos, 2012:4). Nonetheless, "analysts have mace
downward corrections to their economic growth forecasts, including the World Bank”
(Bartsch & Jos, 2012:10). Yet India continues to hold its own and its position is looking
considerably more stable than it is for those in the developed world "GDP growth is forecast
to reach around 7-7.5 percent, a significant slowdown from the 9-10 percent growth in the
run-up to the global financial crisis" (Bartsch & Jos, 2012:1 1). The slowdown is caused by
"structural problems, tighter macroeconomic policies, slow growth in the core (3ECD
countries” (Bartsch & Jos, 2012:1 1). Bartsch and Jos claim that "major structural reforms
aimed at reducing uncertainties and improving the investment climate would strengthen
domestic growth drivers'' (2012:12), and this could be the key to India maintaining its
development.

2:4 Concluding Thoughts
India is akin to a giant "rising like Gulliver after being released from the web of threads with
which he has been pinned down” (Rothermund, 2008:xii). According to Ferguson, "we are
living though one of the most astonishing shifts there has even been in the global balance of
financial power; the end of an era, stretching back more than a century, when the financial
tempo of the world economy was set by English speakers, first in Britain, then in America”
(2008:284). The balance of power is now shifting away from these regions, and the Chinese
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and Indian economies that once “dominated world trade for a long time before the rise of
Western Europe" (Chaze, 208:224) are emerging once again, “history has changed direction
in our lifetime" (Ferguson, 2008:284).
Ferguson notes that “three or four hundred years ago there was little to choose between per
capita incomes in the West and in the East. The average North American colonist, it has been
claimed, had a standard of living not significantly superior to that of the average Chinese
peasant cultivator" (Ferguson, 2008:284). Yet “between 1700 and 1950 there was a 'great
divergence' of living standards between East and West" (Ferguson, 2008:284). “Britain and
its colonial offshoots experienced unprecedented growth thanks, in large part, to the impact
of the industrial revolution. By 1820 per capita income in the United States was roughly
twice that of China; by 1870, nearly five times higher; by 1913 nearly ten times; by 1950
nearly twenty-two times" (Ferguson, 2008;285).
Notwithstanding the supremacy to which these nations once rose. The Economist is now
equating “the emergence of India and China to the emergence of Germany and the United
States in the previous two centuries and the impact those developments had in the world"
(Chaze, 208:224). According to Jim O'Neill, Head of Global Research at Goldman Sachs,
“the rest of the world, led by booming China, is 'decoupling' itself from the American
economy" (in Ferguson, 2008:283).
Today ‘'moving India forward is one of the greatest opportunities of the early 21st century"
(Ahuja et ciL, 2006:3). The reforms of the 1990s have unshackled India and have “'unleashed
an explosion of pent-up commercial energy" (Tully, 2011: 286). The progress that India is
making, and from which it has laid its foundations for growth, over the past few decades has
been a “laborious process which is still in progress and it is irreversible" (Rothermund,
2008:xii). Consequently, “the country is now brimming with opportunity, with a government
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that is emphasizing the right mix of economic dynamism with social responsibility" (Chaze,
2008:237). Today, investing in India “carries far fewer risks than most other emerging
markets, and risk is lower than what it is conventionally believed to be" (Chaze, 208:237).
but “building the Indian nation is a continuous process which needs the support of all
Indians’' (Rothermund, 2008:13). According to Rothermund, “having been economically
isolated for a long time, India still has to find its place in a new world order in which it will
be one of the few major global players. As a giant, it does not need to adjust to the rules of
the game but can participate in making those rules” (Rothermund, 2008: 244).
The Indian economy is growing at a rate unlike many other economies around the world
during these harsh economic times, which sounds impressive “until one realises that India is
starting from an absurdly low base and has the potential for 4-5% more in annual growth”
(Ahuja ct ciL, 2006:24). Furthermore, “if India is in an economic race, it is gaining so much
ground only because it spent fifty years running with both hands tied behind its back. Thanks
partly to the crisis in 1991, the economy now has one hand free” (Ahuja e! al., 2006:30). If
India can continue to strive ahead and compete on the world stage “we can only imagine and
hope for the social progress that will come if the Indian people allow themselves to shake off
the remaining constraints and charge full speed ahead” (Ahuja et al., 2006:30).

Yet, despite all these proclamations, many are not that confident of India's potential. As The
Economist states, “if this is a race, India has already been lapped” (In Ahuja et ai, 2006:23).
Some “pessimists retort that such (positive) forecasts are over spiced”, (2010:68). The>
believe that while growth rates are impressive the country has a lot of work to catch up to its
leading rival China, “China's economy is four times bigger, so that even if India starts to
grow faster, it will not overtake China for a long time” (2010:68) .These believers feel that
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since the reforms of the 1990s India still has many issues outstanding which have yet to be
tackled to the point of being solved: “Indian roads are awful. Potholes gape; traffic lights
don't work. Rural roads are largely unpaved; in cities traffic often snarls to a half’ (2010:68).
Many companies still have to engage their own private power supply as the main electricity
supply is anything but reliable. According to Mr Nayar of HCL, “we have to have our own
power backup, water treatment plants and transport for employees” (2010:68).
It is clear from the existing research that the direction of India's economy into the future
could be either positive or negative. There are very mixed views on its potential and it is the
aim of this research to try to advance the existing research and literature to accurately map
where the economic future of this country lies.
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Chapter Three
Research Design and Methodology
Research is to see what everybody else has seen and to think what nobody else has thought,
(Albert Szent-GyorgyiJ 893-1986)
3:0 Introduction
Research methodology, according to McDaniel and Gates, is “how the research was done and
why it was done that way. Issues that need to be addressed include who was interviewed, why
did we interview those people, how were they interviewed (for example, telephone survey,
mail survey, internet survey, or some hybrid of these methods), why they were interviewed in
that manner, how people were selected, what type of sampling methodology did we use,
whether the sample is a representative sample, how many people did we interview, how were
the completed surveys processed, what special statistical procedures were used and why did
we use those procedures”, (2007:593).
In essence, research methodology comprises the principles and procedures a researcher
undertakes to gather data relevant to their topic of study. This chapter will explore the
research methodology undertaken by the researcher over the past number of months whilst
examining specific areas of the Indian economy. In line with the aims and objectives of this
current study the researcher initially, as part of the research process, delved into elements of
the history and background of the country that are relevant to the development of its
economy, while outlining its evolution after independence from the British Empire. It also
examined the economy's current status in the ultimate hope of mapping its future path, thus
fulfilling the research question: Where does the economic future lie for India?
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Much of the previous chapter charted the evolution of the Indian economy, fhis was
necessary in highlight the gaps in information and in turn lay the foundations to map the
future of the economy: without first investigating the past and examining the mechanics of
the Indian economy it is difficult to get an idea of where it is destined. The ultimate aim of
the research was to ascertain where the future lies for the Indian economy. The research
outlined in this chapter has been carried out with this purpose in mind.
3:1 Research Question
Malhotra states that the research question is “refined statements of the specific components of
the problem" (1999:52). Furthermore, Saunders et al,. state that “the pitfall that must be
avoided at all costs, is asking research questions that will not generate new insights"
(2000:236).
The purpose of this research is to ascertain what the future holds for the Indian economy by
answering the research question: Where does the economic future lie for India?
3:2 Research Planning
He who fails to plan is planning to fail.
(Sir Winston Churchill, 1874-1965)
Hague and Jackson state that “in research, as in anything else, prior planning is essential"
(1999: 28). In light of this, it was deemed essential to first establish a structured plan that
could be followed over the course of the research and that would, furthermore, ensure a
focused and time-efficient research programme. The following research structure was
applied, as outlined by Kinnear and Taylor,

Establish the Need for Information
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Specify Research Objectives &
Information Needs

Determine Research Design &
Sources of Data

Develop the Data Collection
Procedure

Design the Sample

Collect the Data

Process the Data

Analyse the Data

Present Research Results

(1996:64).
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3:2:1 Need for Information - Problem Overview
According to Malhotra, only when the “‘research problem has been defined clearly can
research be designed and conducted properly" (1999:35). Burns and Bush add to this by
outlining that "if the problem is incorrectly defined, all else is wasted effort" (2010:66).
Malhotra concurs with this by saying that "all the effort, time and money spent from this
point on will be wasted if the problem is misunderstood or ill defined" (1999:35).
According to each of the academics listed above, it is clear that an initial definition of the
research problem is the single most important element of a researchers study: success is
impossible if the problem is not clearly defined. Royse points out that "ideas for suitable
research projects often stem from our own life experiences or observations" (2008:1). The
research problem undertaken in this study was in the first instance born out of a personal
interest in the country of India. However, as a Masters of Business Studies student the
researcher was keenly interested in the mechanics of the Indian economy and how after many
years of economic isolation it has now reached the great heights of economic stardom. These
interests were further ignited and developed after some initial research into the topic. During
a module on Research Methodology in the Masters of Business Studies course it became
apparent that there was ample material to undertake a full study on the topic.
Whilst many people, and indeed experts, have written on the Indian economy and the various
facets of its growth in recent years, this researcher believed that there remained a gap. In light
of the current global financial crisis, much of the previous writings, opinions and predictions
about the Indian economy have consequently been rendered moot. It was this gap in
information that sowed the seeds of motivation to undertake this research project, and in
doing so to attempt to answer the question of where the future lies for the Indian economy.
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3:2:2 Specify Research Objectives and Information Needs
According to Burns and Bush, “research objectives, although related to and determined by
the problem definition, are set so that when achieved, they provide the information necessary
to solve the problem" (2010:56). They also state that the objectives “must be very detailed
and specific. They spell out exactly what information should be collected, in what format, by
what method, and from whom" (2010:56), thus ensuring for the researcher that once all items
have been accounted for the objectives will have been satisfied.
As previously outlined in Chapter 1 of this current study, the researcher has defined the aim,
and associated objectives, of this study to answer the research question, which is: Where does
the economic future lie for India?
Hague and Jackson state that “all other aspects of planning and carrying out the research flow
from this objective; in other words if they do not contribute towards achieving this objective
they almost certainly should not be undertaken" (1997:40). Whilst the aim of the research is
very focused, it was clear that many objectives would needed to be satisfied in the earlier
stages of the research in order to get to the point where the researcher would be able to
review the data and ultimately satisfy the research question. For example:
•

Conduct in-depth background secondary research on India and its economy,

•

Investigate the key issues that India has had to overcome and what role they play
today.

•

Examine how the Indian economy has achieved its current growth status and how it
can maintain this growth.

•

Identify the elements that are holding India back from further development.

•

Use qualitative research to extract first-hand comprehensive knowledge and insight
into the current and possible future status of the Indian economy
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Much of these objectives would be satisfied in the course of the secondary research,
allowing for the results of the primary research to answer the ultimate research objective.
3:2:3 Determine Research Design and Process
Whilst the success of research is based very much on first defining the research problem, it is
equally important, according to Chisnall, that the research design is “'soundly based and
organized in an efficient manner' (1997:31). Consequently, the researcher found it was
appropriate to review and understand this thought process and to that end studied the
structured research process which, according to Churchill, is as follows:

Formulate Problem

Determine Research Design

1r
Design Data Collection
Methods and Forms

r
Design Sample and Collect
Data

Analyse and Interpret the
Data
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Prepare the Research
Report

(1991:69).
The concept of having a defined research design is echoed by Malhotra: “a research design is
framework or blueprinf' (1999:83) for conducting the research. Malhotra also states that “the
research design specifies the details - the nuts and bolts - of implementing that approach’'
(1999:83). This research has dealt with each of the steps in the process, which has already
been outlined in the section on Research Planning, above.
3:2:4 Data Collection and Instrumentation
Domegan and Fleming state that data “can be collected from secondary sources or from
primary sources" (1999:21). Flow the researcher actually collects data is outlined simply by
Zikmund when he states that “data may be gathered by humans or recorded by machines"
(2003:64).
Emory and Cooper state that by “tapping all the relevant sources, researchers can be more
confident of the quality of their information’’ (1991:286). The researcher endorses this
understanding and so for the purpose of this study data was sourced through both secondary
and primary channels, both of which will be explained in more detail later in this section. In
relation to secondary data, the researcher spent the initial months gathering and reviewing all
relevant sources of data before proceeding to conduct primary research on the topic. The
detail of research undertaken in each of these areas is outlined below.
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3:2:4:1 Secondary Research
According to Burns and Bush, secondary research refers to data that has “previously been
gathered by someone other than the researcher and/or for some purpose other than the
research project at hand’' (2010:174). The researcher spent a number of months carrying out
an in-depth review of the existing literature that was available, reading a focused selection of
books, Journals and reports on the subject of the Indian economy until the researcher felt that
the relevant topic had been thoroughly examined. It was the fruit of this research that was the
basis for Chapter 2 of this study.
McDaniel and Gates state that secondary research has the advantages that “secondary
information may provide necessary background information and build creativity for the
research report" (1999:101) and this was certainly the case for this research study. Without
the use of secondary data it would have been impossible to conduct this research: it was vital
to set a solid foundation for the research, and this foundation was provided through the
collection of secondary research. Furthermore, according to Burns and Bush, secondary data
“can be obtained quickly, in contrast to collecting primary data, which may take several
months" (2010:180). However, Churchill warns that “rarely will secondary data provide a
complete solution to a research problem” (1991:305): it was for this reason that the researcher
also chose to undertake primary research, to ensure a comprehensive and Just execution of the
of the research objectives and ensure fulfillment of the aim of this current study.
3:2:4:2 Primary Research
Malhotra states that “before the research design for collecting primary data is formulated, the
researcher should analyse the relevant secondary data’' (1999:109). The researcher applied
such an approach, and it was found that once the secondary research had been completed the
researcher could see where the research problem actually lay: from this position a more
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defined and focused objectives could be determined. According to Burns and Bush, “primary
data refers to information that is developed or gathered by the researcher specifically for the
research project at hand" (2010:174). Gofton and Ness break down the understanding of
primary research as follows: “broadly, the ways in which data can be collected fall into three
main types of methodology: semi-structured data collection, structured data collection and
long-term studies involving panels’" (1997:84). The researcher choose to conduct primary
research using the qualitative semi-structured interview technique: ten purposely selected
candidates were chosen and interviewed at length on the topic. The procedure that was used
will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
3:2:4:3 Qualitative Research: Interviews
According to Patton, '4he fact is we cannot observe everything. We cannot observe feelings,
thoughts and intentions’" (2002:341). Therefore, those things we cannot observe we ask
questions about. An interview has been defined as “a conversation directed to a definite
purpose other than satisfaction in the conversation itself" (Mitchell, in Chisnall 2005:189).
Patton also states that “the purpose of interviewing, then, is to allow us to enter into the other
person"s perspective. Qualitative interviewing beings with the assumption that the
perspective of others is meaningful, knowable, and able to be made explicit. We interview to
find out what is in and on someone else"s mind, to gather their stories” (2002:341).
Given the area of study that was to be undertaken, it was felt that the use of qualitative
research in the form of semi-structured interviews would be the most appropriate method.
These would enable the researcher to learn as much as possible from each respondent and to
extract rich data. Each interview, which took between 15 and 45 minutes, was recorded using
a Dictaphone and later transcribed. This not only ensured that the data was accurately
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documented but also enabled the data to be available for reference purposes throughout the
course of the remainder of the research.
Zikmund writes that '‘interviews can be categorized based on the medium the researcher uses
in communicating with individuals and recording data. For example, interviews may be
conducted door-to-door, in shopping malls or on the telephone” (2003:212). For the purpose
of this research study, the researcher chose to conduct interviews over the telephone with
each of the interviewees. This method was used purely for practical, financial and timedependent reasons; all but one of the interviewees were based outside of Ireland at the time of
conducting the primary research, so to conduct the interviews in any other manner would
have been both an excessively lengthy and an expensive exercise. The interviewer was
content to use this approach given that Zikmund states that "the quality of data obtained by
telephone may be comparable to the quality of the data collected in personal interviews”
(2003:220), where the researcher would have actually been face to face with the interviewee.
Hague and Jackson outline that “the greatest advantage of the telephone to carry out
interviews is its speed and low cost” (1987:134), the use of telephone interviews also
satisfied the researcher's time constraints.
The researcher drafted an interview guide (see Appendix A) from which relevant questions,
based on the participant’s particular area of expertise or knowledge, were posed to the
interviewee. In line with the structure of a semi-structured interview, the order in which
questions were asked varied according to the flow of the interview and the discussions that
ensued. Whilst the questions listed in (Appendix A) comprised the bulk of the interview, the
researcher, where appropriate and when the situation presented itself, asked additional
questions so as to maximise the results of this aspect of the research process.
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Given the nature of the interviews, and the fact that all candidates were unknown to the
interviewer prior to their being contacted with regard to being involved in the research study,
the interviews took a relatively formal format. Each of the interview candidates had been
contacted initially by email, where a full explanation of the nature of the interview had been
given, and at which point most interviewees requested the list of interview questions in
advance. The interviewer felt it important where possible to recap these questions in the
course of the interview for both interview structure and focus purposes.
3:2:5 Determine Sample Size
Domegan and Fleming state that “sample size is about how similar we want our sample to be,
compared to the population from which it is drawn" (1999:335). According to Malhotra a
sample “is a subgroup of the population selected for participation in the study" (1999:328);
and “important factors in determining the sample size include (1) the importance of the
decision, (2) the nature of the research, (3) the number of variables, (4) the nature of the
analysis, (5) sample sizes used in similar studies, (6) incidence rates, (7) completion rates,
and (8) resource constraints" (Malorta,1999:332). This is echoed in part by Burns and Bush,
who state that “in the case of non-probability samples, researchers tend to rely on such factors
as available budget, rules of thumb, and number of subgroups to be analyzed in their
determination of sample size" (2007:382). The researcher applied these relevant factors when
deciding the size of the sample to be interviewed before finally concluding that a panel of ten
purposely selected candidates would satisfy the research design process.
3:2:5:1 Identifying Participants to Interview
In determining what segment of the population would be interviewed, the researcher applied
the non-probability sampling technique of judgment sampling for this qualitative study and so
purposely selected each of the interview candidates. The researcher applied this over any
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other technique because, as Churchill explains, "the sample elements are handpicked because
it is expected that they can serve the research purpose" (1991:540).
Given the nature of the study there was only a limited sample of the population the researcher
could approach that would able to contribute to the research. To that end the identification
process involved approaching a vast array of industry-related experts across the globe who
had or have detailed expert knowledge and experience of dealing with the Indian economy.
Prospective candidates included authors, journalists, politicians, professors, economists and
business people. The researcher felt it important to have a variety of industry experts to
ensure that the sample was representative. It was the researcher's belief that, given their area
of work and expertise, each prospective candidate would be able to contribute to the research.
Therefore each prospective candidate was initially contacted via email, outlining the request
of the researcher, the nature of the interview and the purpose for which it was sought.
Correspondence continued with each respondent via email until the interview date and time
was confirmed. (A complete list of participants and their biographies is available in Appendix
2).
3:2:6 Data Processing: Reliability and Validity
According to Malhotra, "reliability refers to the extent to which a scale produces consistent
results if measurements are made repeatedly" (1999:281), and he adds that "the validity of a
scale may be defined as the extent to which differences in observed scale scores reflect true
differences among objects on the characteristic being measured" (1999:281). Bryman and
Bell summarise these two elements and their relationship as follows: ‘‘although reliability and
validity are analytically distinguishable, they are related because validity presumes reliability.
This means that, if your measure is not reliable, it cannot be valid" (2007:168). Based on
these understandings the researcher spent time compiling the sample to guarantee that those
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who were chosen had a suitable and relevant background (see Appendix 2) for a breakdown
of each candidate's career background), so as to maximise the quality of the data gathered
from each of the interviews, which would in turn ensure both the reliability and the validit/
of the research. Each candidate who was selected was emailed and given a cletr
understanding of the nature and purpose of the research. This was reiterated to each of the
interviewees at the start of the interview in order to ensure that all interviewees had the sams
level of background knowledge prior to the commencement of the interview.
3:2:7 Research Analysis
Data analysis can be defined as '*a set of methods and techniques that can be used to obtaii
information and insights from the data” (Aaker and Day, in Domegan and Fleming
1999:355). Bryman and Bell outline that by ”a general strategy of qualitative data analysis,
we simply mean a framework that is meant to guide the analysis of data” (2007:582).
According to Domegan and Fleming, there is a structure that can be applied to the analysis cf
data: this incorporates a process known as coding. As they explain, “coding assigns the daia
into pertinent categories" (1999:356) or themes to ensure that meaningful understanding s
derived from data collected. Burns and Bush suggest that “researchers must be aware of data
coding and often take an active part in establishing the coding system because data coding
has direct consequences for data analysis”, (2010:460).
According to Domegan and Fleming, “qualitative analysis is the analysis of data that is, for
the moment, devoid of numbers” (2007:457). Domegan and Fleming also outline a typical
structure of data analysis that can be applied to the analysis of qualitative research, as
follows:
I. “Sorting, organizing and filing the data into a more manageable form.
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2. Becoming familiar with the data through examination and detecting patterns and
themes emerging in the data which the researcher then develops into broad conceptual
categories.
3. Re-examination and refining of identified categories.
4. Looking for links and relationships between categories.
5. Drawing together and interpreting the findings in a manner that addresses the research
project objectives’' (2007: 458).
The researcher leaned on this structure for guidance in the analysis of the data gathered:
interviews were conducted with each of the participants; the interviews were then transcribed;
and by studying these transcriptions the researcher was able to sort the new data into themes
or codes, as already outlined above. This approach allowed for a focused and systematic
analysis of the data gathered and maximised the results and conclusions of the research
undertaken.
3:3 Limitations of the Study
Collis and Hussey outline that “a limitation describes a weakness or deficiency in the
research" (2009:125). The researcher experienced a number of limitations in the course of the
research. One such limitation was time, both in terms of the length of time over which the
research had to be conducted, as governed by the CIT's Master of Business programme, and
the passage of time in consideration of the topic of study. Given that the research involved
the examination of an economy and, moreover, mapping its future, the researcher found that
the economy was constantly evolving, especially given the current global economic crisis,
and this proved to be a volatile aspect of the research.
As already outlined, the researcher conducted all aspects of the qualitative research through
the medium of the telephone. This was due to geographic and financial limitations: all but
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one of the interviewees were based outside of Ireland and it was not feasible for the
researcher to travel to Canada, the USA, India and Germany for the purpose of conducting
the interviews. The researcher therefore had to use the telephone to perform each interview
instead of conducting face-to-face interviews, which would have been the interviewer's
preferred method.
The sheer vastness of the topic, coupled with the time constraints, meant that the depth at
which various aspects of the topic of study could be examined was also limited. The
researcher chose to concentrate on a number of elements that emerged as recurring themes in
the secondary research, so that some focus could be imposed on the study.
1 here was also the issue of being confined to a limited sample: only a select portion of the
population was suitable for being interviewed. This brought with it its own limitations in the
opinions received; however, the researcher tried to overcome this by ensuring that those
selected came from a variety of backgrounds within the industry, i.e. journalists, authors,
economists, professors and politicians. Although it had been hoped that a number of relevant
past or present political figures could be interviewed, despite contact with a number of their
offices the researcher was unable to secure an interview with any of them. The researcher felt
that this would have been both an interesting and an important viewpoint to include in the
research.
In conducting the literature review, some areas and topics reviewed were very specialised
and, indeed, new and thus the research was limited in relation to the material that was
available for review', e.g. there were few books on the global financial crisis and its effects on
India. Furthermore for the purpose of the literature review the researcher choose to focus on a
number of key books, reports and Journals where in-depth, expert and academic knowledge
could be gleaned. The researcher felt this w'as a more focused approach to apply.
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3:4 Summar>
Throughout the course of this chapter the researcher has outlined in a systematic manner the
research journey that was undertaken, from the initial creation of the research question to
defining both the research objectives and, indeed, the nature of the research problem.
fhe researcher has clearly outlined the approach taken in conducting the entire research
process, the structure that was applied and the methods and techniques that were chosen. This
chapter has clearly guided the reader on the research path that was taken, from secondary
research to the empirical qualitative semi-structured interviews that were conducted,
according to ethical guidelines, and later transcribed to ensure the accurate documentation of
data for analysis.
Each step undertaken by the researcher was driven from the guidance of the many theorists
and writers on the topic area, which in essence underpinned the structure that was applied
throughout the process.
The results of the researcher's work and an analysis of the data gathered from conducting ten
semi-structured interviews are clearly outlined in Chapter 4.
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Chapter Four
Research Findings and Analysis
4:0 Introduction
This chapter outlines the main empirical findings from the current study's primary research
conducted on the subject of the Indian economy. The underpinning objective and reason the
research was undertaken was, after lengthy secondary research was conducted on the subject
of the Indian economy, that there appeared to be a gap in up to date knowledge of what the
future holds for the Indian economy. It was this gap in information that was the basis for
conducting the primary research, with the ultimate aim of filling that information void and
fulfilling the research question. Simultaneously the research was undertaken to deepen the
researcher's understanding and knowledge of some further underlying elements of the
economy, each of which is central to mapping the future of the Indian economy.
4:1 Findings
For the purpose of clarity, the researcher has categorised the findings of this study into a
number of key areas, which were highlighted in the course of the research, and which each of
the interviewees discussed in great detail. They are as follows:
Education in India
The Health System in India
Infrastructure in India
Poverty in India
Corruption in India
Recent Economic Development and Maintaining Growth Levels
India's Competitive Advantage
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•

The Dominant Issues Holding India Back From Further Growth

•

The Future of the Indian Economy

4:1:0 Education in India
The research revealed that whilst much has been done to improve the public education system
it is still surpassed by the private education system for a variety of reasons, which all appear
to be interconnected. The main concerns that unfolded, in this current study, are that the
government is not investing enough funds into education and consequently the public
education system is lagging severely behind the private education system. The latter only
exists to the extent that it is because the former is so appallingly run:
"The schooling system is pathetic, you know, it isn 7 able to cope after, with the under
15 years barely 40-50% are engaged in full-scale primary education; the rest are
either partly engaged or not engaged at all. There is a lot o f teacher absenteeism, a
lot of corruption in various forms, salaries, ghost teachers on payrolls. There is Just a
whole lot of the resultfs] are plain to see, of which the primary education is really
failing the country. And if you look at China, China's emphasis has been on the
primary education system, so that is critical if you [are] at the evolution of any
industrial manufacturing economy; it has succeeded mainly because of a strong
primary educational system and not because of a secondary, post-secondary
educational system. "
Aaron Chaze
Author
The views of another interviewee reinforced these thoughts:
"Whereas in India there is a very big disparity betw’een these two schools. You know
the disparity is growing in terms of the public schools are not really taken up by
anyone who has a reasonable wealth, so if you have a little hit of money you will
straight away go to a private school and that's where you will be. What that means is
that there is a substantial section in India, especially in the rural areas, who may not
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have access to the private education. India as a whole has to contribute to this global
workforce that it can't just get from the urban cities, it has to also, you know', guard
its resources from the rural areas. And there there is a gap because they are not
getting the best facilities for its education. So I w’ould say then where education is
concerned, that is the main harrier for India to overcome. ”
Mr. Ananth Krishnan
Member of the Ireland India Business Association
The research also found that this lack of funding has had a centrifugal effect on many aspects
of the public education system. The researcher learned that a massive concern for all of India,
for the government, students, and those looking to do business in India alike, is that whilst
there is a functional educational system, which was reported to be quite good in many
respects, the issues of accountability and in turn quality seem to be a constant theme running
through the interviews. The problem of accountability seems to be at the heart of the issue
surrounding the public education system i.e., teachers collect their salaries at the end of the
month but are often absent from their post as no state or government personnel are there to
ensure that they go to work. One interviewee expressed the hopeless effects of the
government trying to deal with this, unsuccessfully due to historic policies in place, as
follows:

‘'One of the problems is that teachers are not doing their jobs in the public schools,
especially because there is a system in which once a teacher is actually hired in a
public school there’s absolutely no way to lay them off again, *'and went onto say,
“So it's clearly kind of not a system that demands performance or that would punish
the non-performance and so, you know, the outcome is not so surprising. ”
Professor Panagariya Arvind
Author
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The other aspect of this issue that the research uncovered, and which is linked to the area of
accountability, is the element of quality. Whilst the research showed that there are numerous
educational centres all across the country which is serving one of the largest populations in
the world, they are providing very poor -quality education, as expressed by a number of the
interviewees.
"The second big challenge- maybe almost an equal challenge - is quality, and having
quality education and improving the quality of the education there that's available to
Indians today, and both of those I think will play a big role in how we develop. As you
well know 1 think about 50% or so of Indians are 25 or younger, and so while those
people are going to be joining the w'orkforce in the next 10-20 years and the system is
not able to educate them in a way that makes them competitive, [in] the overall
economy that's going to he a big problem, people are not going to be able to get jobs
if the educational system does not change between now and let's say by the time
they 're going through secondary or higher education. "
Mr Vikas Bajaj
Economic Journalist, New York Times, Mumbai

This was echoed by another interviewee, who stated:
"The problem is in the primary, elementary education sector where you have a lot of
misallocation of resources, absenteeism, corruption, all that kind of thing, so the
education base, the base is very flawed: it's heavy on top hut very light at the
foundation. "
Aaron Chaze
Author
This issue was echoed by another interviewee, who stated:
"Education is one of those sectors which has the most impact on economic
development and economic growth and it's one of the sectors where the Indian
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economy has done extremely poorly because India has a very large number of people
who are not just uneducated hut they are actually illiterate, the largest numbers - you
will have to look up the numbers to get the exact figure. 1 believe that half the
illiterates of the world are Indians; although India accounts for only 7 7% or 18% of
the world's population, 50% of the world's illiterates are in India".
Dr Atanu Dey
Indian Economist
Furthermore, the research found that the educational system in India has expanded at such a
rate in recent years that this has created a twofold effect. One is that many lower-ranking
professors have had to be promoted to higher-level positions even though they are not
suitably qualified or experienced, again highlighting the issue of quality. This in turn is
affecting the overall quality of students emerging at the other end of the system, resulting in
students who are generally not adequately trained for the role for which they are supposedly
qualified. As a result it has emerged that a number of the prominent companies in India have
set up their own universities to fulfill the need of having adequately educated and trained
personnel ready to be engaged in their organisations:
"Large company like Infosys is running its own university in My.sore, having now
about 30,000 students. They are training their people for the information technology’.
And this is again something which will help India in a big way. "
Professor Panagariya Arvind
Author
This issue was reinforced by comments made by another interviewee, who stated:
"The other weakness, which you can find out ifyou speak to the people that are hiring
the product of the private schools, the private technical schools, is that they are
poorly trained as well. The market works to create supply very quickly hut it doesn 't
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work to create good quality and that is a huge problem: that many graduates from the
private teehnical schools then need to he retrained on the job in order to become
really competitive professionals. ”
Professor Tirthankar Roy
London School of Economics and Political Science

As outlined above, the issue of capacity in the educational system was highlighted as a grave
concern, particularly, in connection with the massive increase in demand which the sector has
experienced in recent years:
“/ think India's education system, at the highest level what is really needed is a
tremendous amounts of capacity, new capacity; this is what's evidenced in
universities where there [are] just not enough universities to accommodate all the
people that want to get into university, quality universities. ”
Mr Vikas BajaJ
Economic Journalist, New York Times, Mumbai

The research also uncovered another interesting aspect of the educational system, which is
that it is very much driven by pure academics and the production of good-quality academics
in terms of doctors, dentists and engineers. Most of the young population, it was revealed,
spend their youth involved in extra, out-of-school tuition; and it was found that there was
little time for anything else in life. This was very much in the thoughts of one of the
researcher's participants;
“Tow know we might have a lot of money and doctors and engineers, hut I'm not sure
M’e 'll have a lot of sportsmen or Olympic Gold’s and a lot of glory or artists coming
out that M’ciy, because the education system we have is great to produce scientists but
not to stimulate a lot of creativity. So that [lack of] creativity also means we might
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lack a lot of patents and we might not have a Google or Skype coming out of our
country.

”

Mr. Bharat Sharma
CEO, Monsoon Consulting
From the research it would certainly appear that the state of the educational system is not all
negative, and whilst each of the issues of concern highlighted above is very real, there is
some positivity and hope. Over the last number of years massive inroads have been made to
improve the overall educational system in India. This has occurred in the area of the
percentage of enrolments and, moreover, maintaining these attendance figures, which for
many years were the main issues for education. According to one of the participants, various
programmes introduced by the government have helped to overcome this problem:
"On the quantity front,

/

mean India is almost there in terms of getting all the

children in schools, you know, at least most numbers / see now quote about, you
know, almost 95%ofthe children below age 14 are in school now. So at least this
phenomenon that there is a child labour seems to have receded, it’s not gone but
it has largely receded with most children being in school.

”

Professor Panagariya Arvind
Author
This optimism was echoed by another interviewee, who has great belief that the educational
system may very well hold the key to India’s future successes and can be a great asset to the
country:
"Strength of education, both in the sen.se of contributing to the world economy
participation hut also strength in terms of adaptability of the supply side, how quiekly
and how effectively private schools, technical schools could come up to create
computer-literate and sufficiently flexibly trained workforce doing .service kind of
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industry

and that has gone on

and later on double up and join hands with

expatriate eapital, Silicon Valley, creating a new kind of synergy, more capable, more
increasingly capable work that could happen
Professor Tirthankar Roy
London School of Economics and Political Science

It would now appear the follow-on areas that need to be tackled in order for India to build on
its success are the issues of accountability and the quality of the education being provided to
its citizens. 7'hese measures can be addressed initially by ensuring that teachers actually
attend school and conduct the job for which they have been engaged. Coupled with this is
addressing the issue of quality by having suitably qualified personnel to perform the role of
educator. The government must realise that investment in education is investment in the
economy as a whole. This was very much emphasised by one of the researcher’s
interviewees:
"Education is the route of all growth in economies.

”

Professor Dietmar Rothermund
Author
It became clear from the research that whilst there are many issues surrounding the education
system in India and improvements that are being made are causing a centrifugal effect on the
structure of society. Access to good education, it was revealed, was really only available to
those with money, resulting in a further magnification of the divide between the rich and the
poor, the possibility of great social unrest in the future, and a large portion of the population
being unable to participate in driving the economy forward.
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4:1:1 The Health System in India
The research revealed that issues related to health were very much in tandem with that of
education. Both have suffered immensely due to lack of funding from the government and
moreover were overlooked in much of the reforms that the government undertook in the
1990s, which many credit with India’s success today.
The research found that whilst India boasts a large medical population, many have been part
of the ‘brain drain' epidemic, a term u.sed to describe those who have gone through the
educational system, right up to university level, in India and emigrated after graduation. In
reference to health, these graduate nurses and doctors are therefore no longer in India to prop
up its health system but have opted to move to faraway shores in every corner of the planet.
Like education, the heart of the issues concerning the health system, which became apparent
after speaking to only a few of the interview participants, was the issue of lack of
accountability. The vastness of the country, coupled with its bureaucratic structure,
compounds the issue as it is not possible to implement a system whereby a government
representative checks the attendance and quality of work of all local medical practitioners at
various clinics. This breakdown in accountability, the research revealed, has resulted in many
government doctors simultaneously having their own private practice, to which most of their
time is dedicated, to the detriment of government-funded clinics. This was outlined by one of
the participants;
‘'But doctors are of course not there, they are running their own practices elsewhere
for the same reason that the salary comes from the state the practice, they are sitting
in villages and nobody has any jurisdiction over them. So numbers are that on
average about 80% of patients in India, even in rural India, for day-to-day health
problems they go to the private providers”.
Professor Panagariya Arvind
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Author
This lack of accountability causes a whole myriad of problems, especially the issue of access
to proper health care for those living in the rural areas, who generally can't afford private
health, as outlined by one of the interviewees:
''Health care for the great mass of the population is deficient, although India has top
medical doctors and now attracts a great deal of what is called medical tourism, you
have heard of that? People go to India for their operations which are much cheaper
and of the same good cjiiality as elsewhere, hut whereas westerners can profit from
this the extension of health care in the countryside still leaves much to he desired,
particularly women and children, [who] are often not taken care of enough. So India
tries hard to extend the health network. The problem is that hath education and health
have suffered under the liberal reforms in which education and health were
unfortunately not .stressed very much and the funds for education and health were
curtailed although they .should have been .stepped up rather than curtailed.

”

Professor Dietmar llothermund.
Author
This point was echoed by another participant, who also outlined the domino effect of this
issue in the great rural population;
"Private health care in India is very developed which is of benefit to our local
indigenous population as well much as it is an attraction for the over.seas visitors as
well. Now that again comes at a cost to the local Indian population who are living
below the poverty line: they are again struggling becau.se the public hospitals are
only [doing] to some extent the ]ob they are doing; they are not able to match
any’where near the private hospitals in terms offacilities and stuff like that, so it’s the
same old problem basically and with life expectancy in India increasing all the time,
all the way through, clearly if you have to continue to provide very healthy human
capital India has to balance its act again between public and private health care.

”

Mr Ananth Krishnan
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Member of the Ireland India Business Association
One of the biggest issues the research uncovered was that the quality of the public health care
system is not up to any acceptable standard. This poor quality, it would now appear, results
from the issues outlined above, lack of funding and accountability, and was very clearly
summarised by one of the interviewees as follows:
‘'Public hospitals, the public health system, the government-run health system, in
many ways is a shambles, hospitals are often ill-ecpiipped and ill-prepared to deal
with the volume and the kinds of cases that come to them. The private health system is
growing, growing very fast, hut a lot ofpeople can 7 access it because they just don 7
have enough money”.
Mr Vikas Bajaj
Economic Journalist, New York Times, Mumbai

Another element of the problem the research revealed is that of access to health care. The
research found that despite the vast array of health service centres all over the country, many
of the poorer members of the population, who make up a large portion of the entire
population, do not have access to proper health care. 1 his was outlined clearly by one of the
interviewees:
“Like education, you have huge inecjualities, you have some of the best hospitals
available for the very well off and you have large numbers of people who just can 7
afford basic health care. ”
Professor Bina Agarwal
Director, Institute of Economic Growth, Delhi
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4:1:2 Infrastructure in India
It became clear from the secondary research undertaken that India is still plagued by
numerous issues surrounding infrastructure, and the primary research very much supported
this. The interviewees, however, were able to offer greater insight into the mechanics of the
issues. This research revealed that the problems with infrastructure were very much not
localised to roadways but ran much deeper, involving such areas as energy, irrigation,
airports and public transport, and this is fundamentally summed up by one of the interviewees
as follows:
"India has a lot of strengths but its fundamental weakness is that it negleeted its
roads, its railways, its ports, all of which funetion at a lower level of density and
efficieney than comparable countries, and China of course is far, far ahead of India in
terms of infrastructure building'’.
Professor Tirthankar Roy
London School of Economics and Political Science

First, looking at the issue of energy supply, the research found that this is an element of
infrastructure that has been plaguing the country for a long time. One of the interviewees
explained the current status of the issue quite clearly:
"It's a scarcity story and that scarcity’ is going to grow’, many coal power plants now
at days don't have reserve stocks of raw’ materials for more than a few weeks
sometimes, and if they run out of that power generation will stop completely. Many
people don’t understand how thin the balance is and it's kind of a crisis management
on a daily basis, the way this power generation system is running in India and in
many states in India
Professor Tirthankar Roy
London School of Economics and Political Science
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The issues surrounding energy supply are certainly not straightforward, and resolvirg
themw'ould require, according to the research, a lot of intervention from the government, ard
putting new structures and policies in place. One of the interviewees offered further insight
into one aspect of the issue:
‘'The particular problem that India has is, partly oil of course, hut the other is that
coal, much of its power generation is coal-based power, and India had its own
supplies of coal which it still has, it's not very good cpiality, but it can do the job after
spreading a lot of smoke into the atmosphere - it's a very a polluting kind of coal hut
still produce[s] power. The problem, how’ever, is that the mining sector expansion
hasn 7 kept up with the increasing demands for coal. One reflection of that is the
increa.se in the price of coal and ... mining is a nationalised sector, the company
which produces the coal is making a lot of money out of the situation, but also it's
increasingly becoming a very messy contracting situation within India hetw’een the
pow’cr generation companies, the coal-producing companies, and the states w hich
were either pow er generators or w'here the mines w'cre located. It's politics that's
becoming increasingly difficult to handle, partly it's a political story ".
Professor Tirthankar Roy
London School of Economics and Political Science

According to one of the interviewees this problem could easily be solved if the government
intervened to restructure the electricity supply system:

"The key problem is that the distribution companies, which basically are the buyers of
electricity from the generation companies and sellers to the people, are broke in India
because of constant political interference through w'hich, you know, basically the
state government will come in and say, you know, free electricity to all the farmers in
the rural tow’ns in the countryside and all so they press the budget
Professor Panagariya Arvind
Author
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Another interviewee did acknowledges that whilst much work has been done over the past
number of years on the road network, it is very much localised in the city areas, and much
more work needs to be done to make the country more traversable by road and also for
logistical purposes:
''There have been great efforts, you may have heard of the golden quadrangle, the
new' road network

-

I have reeently travelled in 2010 on one of these heautiful new

roads going from Hyderabad to Bangalore and I w'as struek how' good the road is and
how little traffic still is on this road. So in some parts new road construction is ahead
of the volume of traffic. But in other respects, particularly in the big cities, you have
such traffic jams that sometimes the traffic hardly moves and 1 have experienced this
in Mumbai and Delhi. So in those places the infrastructure has to he extended. As you
may have heard, metro systems have been put in Delhi and now they are trying to do
similar things in Mumbai, hut the huge population, crowding into cities of course, is a
burden on the rather brittle infrastructure of the cities ".
Professor Dietmar Rothermund
Author
This was supported and indeed expanded on by another interviewee, who said that whilst
work is being done on the road network, it appears that it is no sooner complete than it has
reached full capacity and the demand for further infrastructure begins again:
"India has improved quite a lot in terms of its ability to build new infrastructure and
its existing stock of infrastructure. Certainly over the last ten years or so it's done a
better job than it did in the first 60 years or so of independence, hut it remains pretty
weak - the infrastructure in the country remains pretty weak - and it’s a big problem
because the country has not been able to build infrastructure fast enough to keep up
with growing demand for infrastructure, whether it he transportation or energy^ or
ports or airports ... you name it, they build capacity [and it's] almost utilised
completely
Mr Vikas Bajaj
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Economic Journalist, New York Times, Mumbai

Another issue that the research unearthed concerning infrastructure was the whole area of
agriculture. It was found that many areas of the country suffer from periodic times of
drought; however, these same areas are subjected to the monsoon season, a time when vast
amounts of rainfall in a short period of time. This was outlined by one of the interviewees:
“We are Just too dependent on the monsoon and only about 35-45% of our arable
land is irrigated and at least 20-25% more of it is irrigable. So we really need to
expand our irrigation infrastructure. But my argument has been that instead of going
for large dams which are hugely environmentally damaging and they displace people
in large numbers, that we should think of alternative forms of irrigation and a very
good example is rainwater harvesting systems because we get intensive rainfall over a
.short period of time and fa] state like in western India, Utharad, which invested in
rainwater harvesting system has managed to have high rates of agricultural growth
over the past decade and this is a semi-arid area and we could do a great deal more
fwith] this innovative irrigation system ”.
Professor Bina Agarwal
Director, Institute of Economic Growth, Delhi

The research revealed an interesting concept suggested by one of the interviewees to explain
the poor state of infrastructure in India. The interviewee stated that it had really nothing to do
with lack of budgets, funding, or because the sector is crippled with corruption. The
explanation was far more straightforward but possibly one that would be hardest to tackle:
“The state of the infrastructure in India is extremely poor, that is ifyou consider one
of the basic infrastructure components, for example roads, the transportation netv’ork
is one of them, both between cities and within cities, so that is part of infrastructure.
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Infrastructure component[s] such as utilities, water, electricity are infrastructure , the
railways is in infrastructure, roadways is in infrastructure, all these infrastructures
perform much below their potential or the capacity that they can have. So
infrastructure is hiy,hly supply con.straint in India, and again this comes down to
economie policy and the economic policies are made by polieies makers, which
happen to he in tM’o bits, that is one is the government political system and the other
one is bureaucracy and because of that India’s infrastructure is extremely poor.

”

Dr Atanu Dey
Indian Economist
Yet despite all the issues concerning infrastructure the research revealed that the future is
indeed hopeful, fhe government, it was revealed, is very much aware of what work needs to
be done, and, moreover, budgets are being compiled to tackle the issues that apparently are
holding India back and making life for its inhabitants untenable;
“There has been such rapid development in the last few years - let's faee it, in the last
decade

-

you still feel that there still is a lot to do. But one good thing about

infrastructure is government is quite .serious about it: they allocated enormous budget
to it, five-year plan and stuff like that for developing infrastructure; .so government is
.serious about it and they are taking various mea.sures and that is how things fhave]
reached this level in the last decade or so, because ifyou go to any other major cities
in the last 10 years you will see them, rather than flyovers or airports or any ofthe.se,
you know, infrastructure developments. That has happened but, having said that,
there fare] .still enormous co.sts to improve, for example, the quality of the roads
connecting the various roads and ... the highways, .so there fhave] been policies, I
think, commenting, running or definitely strategy to do .some oftho.se
MrAnanth Krishnan
Member of the Ireland India Business Association
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4:1:3 Poverty in India
The research revealed that whilst the rate of poverty has been reduced enormously in the
country over the past number of decades it is still one of the gravest issues the country is
trying to tackle:
“In the last 20 years it has gone from 53% to, 1 believe, now 20%, so it’s still a big
number - 20%) of one billion people, you 're looking at 200 million people living
below the poverty line, and the poverty line as defined by the World Bank is, you
probably well know this by now, people earning less than a dollar a day. You know
it's a big shift [in] the last 15 years: there [were] 250 million people living above the
poverty line, so that’s a fact independently analysed and verified but there [are] still
200 million people living below the poverty line. It’s a huge drag’’.
Aaron Chaze
Author
Yet, despite the fact that, as the research shows, there has been a substantial drop in the level
of the officially poor in India, the matter is far from solved, and this was underlined by
comments offered by one of the interviewees, who said:
“Poverty of course is still large in India, there are too many poor people and in
particular the countryside simply had to absorb the poor people. Urbanisation is
increasing in India but still it is much less so than in other countries, by now about
30% of the population lives in urban areas; in other countries it is 50%, 60%, 70%
hut this is going on in India too. The agriculture has not developed to such an extent
to really give a living to the poor people in the countryside. Two-thirds of the people
live in the countryside and produce ]ust about less than 20% of the social product on
the GDP. So this imbalance has to he corrected in India
Professor Dietmar Rothermund
Author
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While it was clear from the research that poverty is visible everywhere in India, there seemed
to be fewer answers to what is causing this vast amount of poverty in a nation destined for
greatness: a nation that has pulled itself out of the shackles of control by the British Empire,
as the research has already demonstrated. Simply put by one of the interviewees, the causes
of the extent of the poverty in India are complex:
"It's caused by the problems with the educational system, problems with the health
care system, problems with infrastructure, there are also problems with the justice
system and all sorts of other things. I don 7 necessarily know if there is any one thing
that India can do to alleviate poverty. It needs to do, I think the single biggest thing it
can do, is more economics, more development opportunities, hut it needs to focus on
many different transition styles to reduce poverty, to accelerate poverty reduction
Mr Vikas Bajaj
Economic Journalist, New York Times, Mumbai

This point was reinforced and built on by another interviewee, who said:
"The way I .see people moving out of poverty is that the opportunity scale must
expand in terms of the acce.ss to employment, better education and health and all the
three coming together. Now we have .some measures in place like the National Rural
Employment Guarantee, NREG, which is working okay in some states and not
working very well in other states, hut that's a kind of bottom measure. We 're talking
about cash transfers to very poor families: that may help, hut I don't think that's a
very sustainable way to deal with poverty in the long run. In the long run we need to
empower people to be able to have jobs - you know, decent work - and through
having different skills as well better health facilities ".
Professor Bina Agarwal
Director, Institute of Economic Growth, Delhi
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The complexities surrounding the whole element of poverty were very clearly outlined b\
one of the interviewees, who emphatically stated that the government's mismanagement of
the country is the root cause of much of the extreme poverty experienced by such a large
portion of the population. Even with the poverty figures dropping, those classified as poor, as
the research has shown, still account for a large mass of people, greater than the entire
populations of some countries:
"It's fumiamentally a question of India not being able to produce enough. Again you
have to look at what are the factors of production, what are the factors ofproduction
you need and, you need labour, you need capital, which are adequately available to
India. So if poverty exists it's becau.se something is preventing these factors of
production to come together to produce what needs to he produced. Go hack to that
same old thing; India is unable to produce a single thing hecau.se the harriers to
production are extremely extremely high. The harriers are introduced by the
government, .so I will give you a couple of very good simple examples to give you an
understanding of what the harriers are like ".
Dr Atanu Dey
Indian Economist
Yet while poverty is still a major issue for the country, the solution will not bring about
immediate results and one of the interviewees did highlight that even today the numbers of
those classed as poor are reducing:
"Poverty, I think again a lot ofprogress is being made compared to the first 35 years
when virtually no reduction in poverty happened. Here, I mean, the reduction in
poverty has been quite across the hoard really, you know, you can look at the
aggregate poverty figures, you can divide it by rural-urban, you can divide it by
.social groups, a lot of the time .seemingly in the debates ifyou read the press, oh you
know all this growth is happening hut the .scheduled caste, scheduled tribes are not
getting anything, they are left empty-handed, no reduction in poverty, etc., that is
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alw'ciys wrony actually in India. I have personally done all the numbers myself, you
read the national eensus surveys and you can take the scheduled tribes, you can take
the scheduled caste so you can divide it any way you want. You can take Muslims
versus Hindus - poverty reduction is across the board”.
Professor Panagariya Arvind
Author
4:1:4 Corruption in India
The research revealed that the blatant and high level of corruption across the masses in India
is a major impediment to the economy. Corruption across the country comes in many shapes
and forms and affects every facet of the community. From the poor man on the street to the
top politician in government, no section of society is immune. The research found that it
affects all aspects of how society functions, from the education system to the health system to
the operation of business; no one is exempt. I’his was summed up by one of the interviewees
as follows:
“/ think corruption is yoing deep down to the roots now and that's not good news
... the thing that makes it wor.se is when people start accepting that as a normal
practice then it's aetually a very bad sign because people doesn V even see what
is right and what is wrong”.
Mr Bharat Sharma
CEO, Monsoon Consulting
This was echoed by another of the interview participants, who stated:
”It is cptite clear it's spread all over the country. I should point out, now what we
need to do is obviously to arrest this problem, I don 7 think you will ever he able to
eliminate this problem altogether in the near future ”.
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MrAnanth Krishnan
Member of the Ireland India Business Association
How deep-rooted corruption has become in the fabric of society was outlined by one of the
interviewees, who highlights the issue of corruption and what it is doing to society as follows:
“/ think M'e do need to talk about moral values and that is not something about
government policy, it has to do with the social fabric of the value that people feel, the
lines which people feel they shouldn 7 cross, and that has to do with how’ we 're
brought up in our families, in society and so on
Professor Bina Agarwal
Director, Institute of Economic Growth, Delhi
The essence of why corruption exists, coupled with the existing situation of poverty and the
great divide between the rich and the poor, of the powerful and the weak, was summed up by
one of the interviewees as follows;
"Corruption is a consecpience of extreme control and that extreme control is often
expressed as a shortage, so you have to first create a shortage and then have control
over that resource. So every area of corruption in India, for example education, say,
the government has control over it, supplies it and constrains the supply, and then
says now / will give it to you ifyou pay me
Dr Atanu Dey
Indian Economist
The research found that the main issue with corruption is that it is very much endorsed by
government and in fact appears from the research to be an integral part of how government
operates and “does business’".
"Where the government has reduced its presence it has become a cleaner and more
transparent system. So that is the way to go, for the government to reduce its footprint
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in the economy, try to distance itself as much as possible from the running of the
economy. / think that will automatically bring down corruption, but till that happens
it’s very difficult to see the level of corruption go dow n and obviously it's a huge
hindrance to growth. And there is just no accountability, you don 7 really hear o f any
politician or bureaucrat being punished for corruption, unlike in so many other
countries, like China in fact!
Aaron Chaze
Author

The research explored the theory that corruption is so dominant in the country because of
India's extreme levels of poverty, i.e. people are vulnerable when there is a lack of money
and in turn power. This was outlined by one of the interviewees:
"Corruption, that is of course a very troublesome problem, because in all areas
where you have a .scarcity, .scarcity means limited goods will he desired by many and
.so corruption .sets in because those who can afford to bribe others will get a larger
.share of the cake, and this is the great problem in India. Starting from petty
corruption at the level of the policemen to really huge corruption at the level of
ministers: you may have heard of the .so-called spectrum scam where a minister has
enriched himself by handing out the.se highly coveted .spectrums for mobile phones by
adopting the rule of first come, first .served' instead of auctioning the spectrums, as
what .should have been done. So this is the kind of corruption which involved billions
of rupees. The small-scale corruption of the policeman is a few rupees, hut the big.scale corruption is terrible and of course India has all kinds of institutions- Vigilance
Commissioner and so on and .so on - to fight corruption, but unfortunately too much
of it is .still going on ".
Professor Dietmar Rothermund
Author
This was echoed by another interviewee who offered greater insight into the intrinsic
elements of corruption and its prevalence throughout the country:
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"Somehow' there is this view on eorruption that nothing w ill happen anti the eountry
cannot really progress w ithout corruption and w ithout fighting and competing art!
ending corruption. That I think is wrong, actually, because you know' you've to look at
the two countries that are growing the most rapidly, which is India and China. Bo:h
are incredibly corrupt and the reason in absolute terms, you see these larger ard
larger corruptions and cases, it's because when you get richer, you know, basically
there's much better scope for, you know, when the returns are very high then some
people within the system with pow’cr figure, 'well, you know. I've got to share in these
returns' and decide to find ways to do it. So this is an outcome variable to me:
corruption is also somew'hat an outcome variable, partly [because] of the law's: w'hen
they are not transferring, when reforms are not being done to correct the problems,
this is going to happen. But also it’s an outcome of growth that when rapid growl h
happens these things will happen.

”

Professor Panagariya Arvind
Author
The research also found that much of the reason why corruption is so widespread and
moreover so endorsed by everyone in the country is that there is no accountability. If you
engage in corrupt behaviour nothing, from a legal stance, will happen. One of the
interviewees highlighted this point.
"The economy could be doing better if there was le.ss corruption. The single biggest
thing that India could do is probably to improve its judicial system, right now there is
no sense of threat from the courts and from the police in terms of if you are ever
caught being corrupt for these kinds of cases for you to actually have to be tried and
punished, and even that could take 10 years to do and so the risks that you face are
more tempered towards being corrupt rather than not being corrupt. The other thing
that India needs to do is much more straightfoi^’ard and simple: [it] is to design
policies and government practices that limit these kind of opportunities for corruption
rather than serving to punish corruption.

”

Mr Vikas Bajaj
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Economic Journalist, New York Times, Mumbai

If there could be greater accountability and a call to action for people to be punished for
corrupt behaviour, the country, it would appear from the research, would have a great chance
of eradicating the intensive corruption that is currently active throughout India.
4:1:5 Recent Economic Development and Maintaining Growth Levels
The researcher found that it was necessary to look back into the recent development of the
Indian economy to understand fully how it first achieved its current successes and, moreover,
how it was going to maintain its current status. It was necessary, the researcher felt, to
examine these two elements so that later a full understanding of the future of the economy
could be researched.
The research revealed that India's development over the last few decades has been as a result
of the single-mindedness of its creative and entrepreneurial people and a determination to
allow the country to achieve its maximum:
"Once India is well integrated it has been a success story driven ... largely by markets
rather than by the government, and that’s been the strength and that strength
remains. There are plenty of talented people, plenty of hardworking people, in fact
huge numbers of hardworking people, and also people who are looking out for
opportunities to trade or migrate or make investments abroad or bring in investments
from abroad and that’s part of India’s history ”.
Professor Tirthankar Roy
London School of Economics and Political Science
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This was echoed by another interviewee, who also stated that India owes its development to
much of the foundation work that was done after the 1991 reforms:
“A lot of the growth we have seen has come from investments which w'ere made in the
90s and the earlier part of the decade, he it infrastructure, he it encouraging private
sector to invest in their businesses
Aaron Chaze
Author
Another candidate echoed this, but also acknowledged the contribution to reforms that the
government undertook, which allowed India to come out of its period of solitude and begin
its work on integrating with the world economy:
"The two propelling engines for India's growth so far have been the fact it’s opened
up its economy and relaxed controls that used to he there and the second factor is the
demographic change in the country: there are a lot of young people coming into the
workforce and buying things
Mr Vikas Bajaj
Economic Journalist, New York Times, Mumbai

The level of growth that India achieved over these few years, the research found, was quite
significant:
"The growth India has indeed achieved after the reforms, about 8-9% growth in best
years, now hack to about 7%, but these grow'th rates are still rates of which we in
Europe can only dream, and if India continues like this then of course it will be able
to achieve a rather big standing in the global world in a short time, provided that it
can keep up that speed”.
Professor Dietmar Rothermund
Author
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I'his was reinforced by another interviewee as follows;

“So all those reforms are in place, the economy is very competitive because, you
know, imports are pretty much open. Some harriers exist, hut you know India is
largely as open as China is actually in terms of the trade policy, except in
agriculture, so that front is still preserved. No reversal has happened there.
Above all, the savings rate in India is now about 32-33% of the GDP, so that's a
very high savings rate
ProfessorPanagariya Arvind

Author
As outlined above, the research looked not only at India's rise to stardom but also at how
India can maintain its current level of growth and development. This was an important aspect
of the research, required in order to start to build the pieces of the puzzle that would allow the
researcher to answer the research question, fhe research found that there were numerous
elements to the economy that the relevant industry experts felt would allow the country to
maintain its current prosperous state.
fhe research found that a strong element driving India forward is the fact that it has such a
youthful population. This is a large key to its future success, that there is a young working
population there to drive the country forward:
“We have a relatively young population, people talk about a demographic dividend;
whether w^e can take advantage of that depends on whether we have education and
health, w'c have a healthy population, and better skills ”.
Professor Bina Agarwal
Director, Institute of Economic Growth, Delhi
This point was reinforced in the study by the comments of another interviewee:
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"Of course India will he helped by what is called the demographic dividend - / have
briefly explained this in my book - that India now is faeing a period where people
enter into gainful work, and have less children, and not yet too many old people to
take care for, and this is why they can then save, and savings of course can be marked
up and converted into investments
Professor Dietmar Rothermund
Author
Another interesting element that the research revealed, and which would help India maintain
its current economic status, is the fact that over the last number of years there has been a new
emerging class which previously was not there and that is the middle class. The research
found that this class is very much driving the country forward but moreover is contributing to
India's increasing savings rate;
"Above all, the savings rate in India is now about 32-33% of the GDP, so that's a
very high savings rate. So with that kind of savings rate we 're generally a very
competitive environment
Professor Panagariya Arvind

Author
The research found that the government is in ownership of a mass of assets, many of which
are not managed well nor yielding as a high an income as they could if they were not in state
ownership. One of the interview participants very clearly outlined what could be done in this
area, which would in turn help the economic prosperity of the country by freeing up more
government money and allowing it to be directed to other areas of the economy that are in
greater need of it, as discussed above:
"The government needs to he more proactive in how they manage their own as.sets,
for example public sector entities. I mean if you look at public sector entities, public
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sector companies, they arc amongst the valliable companies in India, as well as the
most valuable assets, they have the most valuable real estate that needs to he sold off.
And I think if government sells off all its public sector enterprises they can easily
easily produce about three to four hundred billion, maybe even more, in capital,
which can then be used to put up large-scale power plants, infrastructure, all that
kind of thing, pay down the debt
Aaron Chaze
Author
Yet another element that the research revealed, which has the potential to allow the economy
to prosper further but offers a great deal of sustainable longevity, is in the area of medical
research. The research found that India has a long history and success in the medical field. A
large number of the doctors in the US.A originate from India, as is the case in many countries
around the world. The area of medical research, it would appear, is a natural progression for
the country:
"The other positive thing that has happened is medical research, production of
medicines, once again it \s not completely unlike the boom in services that \s happened
eisewhere - it's connected with it. There are highly qualified professionals that can
produce good knowledge and vi e are going to .see in the next 10 years a much bigger.scale integration of worldwide medical research and Indian capability of doing that
research. That's the trend that's going to unfold. The benefit of that

the world-class

companies having their re.search done in India - m’ill filter into the Indian health care
system
Professor Tirthankar Roy
London School of Economics and Political Science
4:1:6 India’s Competitive Advantage
An integral part of the research involved examining India's competitive advantage. The
primary research reflected much of what was learned by the researcher through the secondary
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research. A more in-depth understanding about the topic was learned through the primary
research, but further contributing elements were also revealed.
The research found that one of the most significant elements of India's competitive advantage
is its human capital. As the research has shown, Indian is now the second most populous
country in the world, second only to China. Coupled with that, and as already outlined above,
the demographic of its population is hugely advantageous to the country's development in
that it is largely made up of young people who are driving the economy forward:

"So India’s comparative advantage is clearly in these highly labour-intensive
manufacturing products. China is going to he ... is gradually exiting ... because the
M’ages are now rising quite, you know, China's per capita income is about $5,GOO
today.India's is still about S1,300-$1,400.So the w'ages in China are rising and it's
very difficidt basically for us to exit .some of the low-wage industries which is largely
within tho.se three industries

-

apparel, footwear, light consumer goods - all that, this

is where India .should he going and you've got 1.2 billion people, you've got a
M’orkforce exceeding 500 million people ".
Professor Panagariya Arvind
Author
This point was echoed by another interviewee, who stated that:

"This is in a way India's competitive advantage. India has a lot of workforce that can
he put to all kinds of work. At the very top, of course, the IT workforce, which is
India's great jewel in the modern world because for the first time India can make u.se
of its enormous workforce ".
Professor Dietmar Rothermund
Author
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Another interviewee also shared this opinion and insight:
“/ think it's the people. The biggest strength India has is the resources a) just the
sheer volume of it and h) the fact that most of the Indians grow when they are like
even very young, they groM' into this really, really versatile culture and the
adaptability for them to, you know, accept the difference. And then survive and
sustain in all of those odds [laughs] so the people that come from India are very, very
in tune, not only to survive hut also adapt to different business challenges. And they
are very entrepreneurial".
Mr Bharat Sharma
CEO, Monsoon Consulting
Yet while the research showed that India's competitive advantage does lie in the fact that it
has a large resource pool, the research also highlighted the fact that it is the low cost at which
these people could be engaged, in contrast to their counterparts in other various parts of the
world, that is significant:
"Relatively low-cost manpower, hut I think the nature of that advantage has moved
away from cheaper generic kind of labour to cheaper .specialist kind of labour, by the
specialist kind I mean tuned to a particular customi.sed kind of services. ”
Professor Tirthankar Roy
London School of Economics and Political Science

Another important element of India’s competitive advantage is the huge proportion of its
population who live and work abroad. The research has shown that this has indeed been a
great drag on the economy, more formally referred to as the “brain drain”, due to the fact that
the state pays for these people to be educated for some 20 years and then, after graduation,
they emigrate to foreign lands. But in contrast to this, the research has also shown that this
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large emigrant population has and is a great monetary asset to the country. I’his was very
clearly reflected by one of the interviewees:

"Big overseas Indian population is a significant pool for competitive advantage as
well because they not only contribute to those economies where they are living but
they bring a lot of wealth hack home and if they choose to come back they bring a lot
of knowledge. ”
Mr Ananth Krishnan
Member of the Ireland India Business Association

Another interesting element, which had not been seen in the secondary research that the
research uncovered in relation to India's competitive advantage, is its political status. India is
a democracy and this, the research found, is a fundamental part of its competitive advantage,
most especially in terms of foreign direct investment, offering investors and those doing
business greater security because they are dealing with a country that is less politically
volatile:
"What makes India stand out is its democracy. The fact [that we] are doing this under
democracy and not the authoritarian system China has is what makes us stand out,
and India is a unique experiment in history of trying to do all of this, probably since
its inception as a postcolonial state after the British left, as a fully fledged democracy;
so that is what’s extraordinary. ”
ProfessorVivek Dehejia
Journalist with the New York Times, India and Professor of Economics

This was reinforced by another interviewee, who offered this insight into the subject:
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"Politicians are not pushing like China hut, you know, because they are not dictators,
you know. In India it would always he democratic because people just don 7 allow any
kind of a strong-handed management. ”
Mr Bharat Sharma
CEO, Monsoon Consulting
The research also found that India is a country rich in natural resources and as such is very
independent from external markets in this regard. It has its own supply of coal (the third
largest in the world, as the research showed), oil, gemstones, to name but a few. The extent of
India's natural resources, which was highlighted in greater detail in the primary research,
gives the country a large competitive advantage:
"Competitive advantage in that aecess to huge amounts of natural re.sources; so, with
the exception of oil, I think India probably has abundant deposits of every single
natural resource that you can think of whether it's opium, whether it’s coal, gas, you
name it, it's there. All the industrial raw materials are all well within easy access. "
Aaron Chaze
Author
This was reiterated by another interviewee, who highlighted the strength of this advantage to
the country:
"India is also well endowed with natural resources. It doesn 7 have a lot of energy,
fossil fuels for instance, hut it has a lot of minerals, mineral wealth, fantastic crystal,
geography, located in an important part of the world so it has a lot of natural
advantages. ”
Mr Vikas Bajaj
Economic Journalist, New York Times, Mumbai
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The researcher found that the greatest competitive advantage the country has is indeed its
human capital, not just in terms of the sheer vastness of the human capital, but also the innate
drive and determination that seems to exist within this race of people, individually and
collectively, to drive the country forward to even greater heights of success:
"'The population is hungry and people want ~ hungry not in the physieal sense hut
hungry in the sense that they want to lift themselves up. ”
Mr Vikas Baja]
Economic Journalist, New York Times, Mumbai

4:1:7 The Dominant Issues Holding India Back from Further Growth
The research found that whist the country is striving forward with great success; there are still
many fundamentals which are holding the country back. The researcher discussed these
issues in great detail with each of the interviewees, during w hich time additional issues came
to light as the interview unfolded. Such issues include the legal system, corruption, bad
governance and lack of transparency, as well as the issues detailed above, such as
infrastructure, poverty, health care and the educational system.
The research revealed that many of the unethical behaviours associated with doing business
in India and which generally manifest themselves in corruption or bad governance, as
outlined by one of the interviewees, were a case in point;
"We have not tackled corruption head on, there’s no way about it. Now, we can 7 ever
he a Singapore where nothing can be done without paying a fine or like very, very
protected, hut we need to move and we need to show intent so ifyou are in 2012 then
we need to have targets saying that by 2020 we would be, we would have implemented
a lot of these measures, and this is going to he the result of those measures; so that is
a very key parameter for foreign investors to continue to he interested. ”
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Mr Ananth Krishnan
Member of the Ireland India Business Association
This was echoed by another interviewee:
"I feel that it’s really very important that people begin to know that the political
figures, the bureaucrats, the politicians, all elements of government, people feel
committed to the country’s future and less in terms of filling their own pockets. And I
think that’s... so good governance, it doesn 't just come, you have to he committed to it
because it means devoting time and energy^ and coming up fwith] schemes and it
sends a very good signal from the top, that the top leaders are honest, and it sends a
good signal down the line that good governance is important and we have the
resources to do things, we have innovative people in the country, very smart people,
they just need to he working for other ideals than personal gain. ”
Professor Bina Agarwal
Director, Institute of Economic Growth, Delhi

The research found that in turn both these elements (corruption and bad governance) are
heightened by a lack of accountability. This lack of accountability is fundamentally born out
of an ineffective and inefficient legal system, as summarised by one of the research
interviewees:
”()ur slow and inefficient legal system, I think that... clearly needs tackling because,
you know, whether it is IP production or any of these issues, perhaps if you have
anything, if there is conflict or if there is a ... people would expect a faster and swifter
judicial system which resolves issues, whereas India is painfully slow; and that needs
tackling head on. ”
MrAnanth Krishnan
Member of the Ireland India Business Association
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Yet the research also found that the issues holding India back from further development were
not restricted to corruption and the problems related to it, but that they also included the
problem of poor infrastructure which dominates the landscape. The element of infrastructure
of most particular interest in terms of attracting and maintaining foreign investments is that of
roadways, as expressed by one interviewee:

“/

think M'e need to

...

infrastructure has to scale up because I don't think

infrastructure is just quite there. It has to scale up and it has to scale up quickly”.
Mr Bharat Sharma
CEO, Monsoon Consulting
This was reiterated by another interviewee, who spoke at length of the costs involved for
someone looking to operate in the textile manufacturing market in India and who felt that any
labour cost advantage that would have originally been an attractive element to doing business
in India would soon be outweighed by the disadvantages resulting from its poor roadway and
port infrastructure:
“So the sector is a huge problem and if you look at it in terms of cost per mile of
goods travelled it's about tw'o or three times as expensive to move goods within India
than it is anywhere else in the world. So you have a labour cost advantage, India can
never be competitive on the manufacturing side becau.se it costs so much ... to move
raw materials, say from the ports to an interior manufacturing unit and hack out and
through to the port and out. The port capacity is such a... it's just a whole shambles.
The labour cost advantage India and China both have, China is able to utilise it very
well because it has fantastic infrastructure and a highly skilled industrial labour force
and India is just not able to do that. ”
Aaron Chaze
Author
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The research found, however, that possibly the greatest force holding India back is in many
respects the government, both because of its general lack of political will to make unpopular
decisions and because of its extreme hold on many sectors and industries that should not be
under its control. It appears from the research that the government in power is always aware
of the next election when making any decisions, and to go against the wishes of the voters
could be detrimental, not to the development of the country, but to their reign of power. This
was expressed by one of the interviewees as follows:
“Transparency is missing, both in policy and in politics, so as long as those two
elements are missing and the lack of political will: we have discussed whether it \s in
education, health, infrastructure, in selling of government assets, all that is tied to
political will and political decision making and financial transparency. This is
lacking, and till that is, that to me is the most critical ingredient: if that is ever .settled
I think India has the potential to grow at a fa.ster pace than China has in the past 1015 years.

”

Aaron Chaze
Author
fhe issue of the extreme control that the government still holds over many aspects of
business life in India was highlighted by one of the interviewees as a fundamental area in
which the government is shackling the country’s development:
“The key issue is India needs to liberalise the economy. So liberalisation is very, very
important, and by liberalisation it has to move away from the socialistic economic
policies towards what is called a market liberal economy, [in] which you allow the
economy, the people, the entrepreneurial skills and talents and drive of the people to
take over to give them free rein, with the government acting as a referee, a regulator,
not as a player. The government should not be running railroads, it should say, okay,
the private sector can run railroads; the government should not he in the business of
running hotels and bakeries and bus services.

”

Dr Atanu Dey
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Indian Economist
Many of the decisions that need to be made by government are not made, for fear of
displeasing the voters, and so in many elements of the economy India remains in a rut and
many reforms that need to be made never come to pass:
“The weaknesses are mainly in the governance side, and especially the local
governance side where there [is] a tremendous degree of inertia, tremendous degree
of hackw’ard-looking mentality, not enough reforms, not enough attempts to do
reforms because then, because it’s very political and very complicated - and the other
problem in India of course is that the main dynamics for politics is no longer lies with
Delhi but lies with the regions and that makes Delhi or any central policy making that
much less effective in dealing with how the regions are maintaining their house, and
in some ways that has made the governance issue much more difficult to handle.

”

Professor Tirthankar Roy
London School of Economics and Political Science

4:1:8 The Future of the Indian Economy
For the researcher this was the most engaging aspect of the research, investigating where the
economic future of the India may lie. The initial secondary research undertaken was more
underwhelming than the results of the primary research, which were overwhelmingly
positive, and the majority of interviewees were enthusiastically optimistic, even if somewhat
cautious in their expert predictions about the possibilities that lie ahead for this country:

“/

think India will continue to grow as an economy to a superpower.

”

Mr Bharat Sharma
CEO, Monsoon Consulting
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This lone of optimism was echoed by another interviewee, who stated:
"Definitely it should he in the top five between now and 2025 and by 2050 in the top
three. I think that's where w’e are headed for, you know M'e must not let this
momentum slip, we are going through a little trouble with inflation and stuff like that
right now, hut it's trying to do its best, the stoek market always, you know you can
look at what's happening in other parts as well, it's not too different. Everyone is
havingits challenges, leave alone Europe is in real crisis, .so you know I think our
strength will carry us through and if we tackle some of [the] things we spoke about
earlier then w'e should really he heading into the top five by 2025. ”
MrAnanth Krishnan
Member of the Ireland India Business Association
fhe overwhelming optimism was reflected in the majority of responses offered by the
interviewees:
"I think that the demographic, probably the demographic forces are .such that you
would .still be one of the fastest-growing countries for the foreseeable future. ”
Mr Vikas Bajaj
Economic Journalist, New York Times, Mumbai

One of the participants was able to more clearly outline in greater detail where the economy
would rest in a number of years, both in terms of its position amongst other players in the
markets and, moreover, in monetary terms:

"So therefore take a con.servative estimate of what I would say conservative, you
might not think .so [laughter] of about 10 per cent per year over the next 15 years,
which can happen for all the reasons I have just mentioned. India will go from about
$1.8 trillion currently to something like $7 trillion. So about 2025 India will he about
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a S7 trillion dollar economy by my calculations, which makes it number three
globally. ”
Professor Panagariya Arvind

Author
Another interview participant echoed this level of positivity about the future of the economy :
"Within the next number of years -10, 15, 20, depending on what growth rates you
sustain - India is going to be the second, second or third, largest economy in the
world. ”
Professor Vivek Dehejia
Journalist with the New York Times, India and Professor of Economics

As the research showed, many of the participants are very optimistic about the future of India
and the economic hopes that possibly await it:
"There is .so much pent-up demand domestically and there is .so much capacity that
India can grow at a rapid pace of .say 10-12%, and this would be the case for the next
10 years. And then India has a very young population ... demographics are quite
young, like 50% of the people are below 25 years of age, but what you have is a large
workforce ready to get into production and therefore India will become extremely, in
10-15 years, it can be a significant economic player in the w orld economy. ”
Dr Atanu Dey
Indian Economist
There were also those who offered more subdued predictions of the future prospects of the
economy:
"I think the 8%, 9%o growth will not continue long, in fact it will be much less, dow’n
to possibly four or five very soon. Part of the reason is this: governance is going to he
a constraint and it ’.s already a constraint. Part of the rea.son, however, is the
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slowdown in the global economy, something that India can do nothing about. China is
going to experience much slower growth rates, so around the world big emerging
economies are slowing down and India cannot escape that. "
Professor Tirthankar Roy
London School of Economics and Political Science

fhis conservative view was also echoed by another interviewee, who stated that:

“I think India will of course always trail China for the next at least 20 years. It may
produce better than China hut for the time being it will still trail past China, hut
China and India certainly have a much larger cake of the world economy than they
had now we in Europe have to he on our guard, not that we have to fear rivals, but we
have to .see that v^e put our hou.se in order becau.se the challenges are in front of our
door. "
Professor Dietmar Rothermund
Author
Another participant offered an equally subdued expert opinion on where he felt the future of
ihe Indian economy would lie in the next 10-15 years:

"In the next 10-15 years I think India will do what it has done in the past 10 years, .so
that is it will grow between 7% and 8%, I think that will continue, hut anything more
than that is going to require substantial attention to the.se problems of infrastructure,
education, health, power and all these kinds of things. ”
Aaron Chaze
Author
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4:2 Summary
This chapter presented the main empirical findings accumulated from a series of 10 semistructured interviews that the researcher conducted with purposely seleeted industry experts.
As outlined in the previous chapter, the interviewees were posed a series of questions from
the interview' guide (see Appendix 1), but no two interviews were the same. Instead, the
researcher tried to ensure that the questions posed to the interviewee were those that appealed
to their area of expertise and knowledge base; in some cases they were based on the direction
the interview took and the responses given by the interviewee. The researcher, where
appropriate, asked interviewees questions outside the interview guide, in an effort to gain
further insights into the economic situation in India. For the reasons outlined in Chapter 3, all
interviews were conducted over the telephone.
During the course of the analysis of the primary research a number of themes, based on the
views expressed by each of the interviewees, emerged from the study. Such themes included
issues of education, health care, infrastructure, corruption and poverty, to name but a few,
and the work the government of India needs to do in these areas in order to ensure a secure
economic future for its country. The researcher has categorised these views into themes
throughout this chapter, for the sake of both structure and ease of analysis in the following
chapter.
Chapter 5 interprets the conclusions drawn for each of the themes outlined in this chapter,
presents recommendations arising from these findings and identifies areas of possible future
study.
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Chapter 5
Interpretations, Discussions, Recommendations and Conclusions
5:0 Introduction
The research undertaken was done so to enable the researcher to draw inferences from this
current study as to where the future of the Indian economy lies.
This chapter offers an overvievv' of the main points of discussion that were highlighted during
the qualitative research conducted through the execution of ten semi-structured interviews
with relevant expert industry people. The qualitative research offered advancement in
knowledge from the initial secondary research, where the interviewees' own personal
opinions and first-hand experiences of many of the areas of discussion were explored and
revealed.
In essence this chapter interprets the main findings of the qualitative research that was
undertaken as part of the overall study. These findings, which are based on the responses of
the various interviewees in the semi-structured interviews, will be presented in this chapter in
a thematic format and compared with existing secondary data gathered in the early stages of
the research. Each theme will be discussed in detail and inferences drawn to enable the
researcher to fulfil the ultimate aim of making a contribution to knowledge, answering the
research question and forming meaningful conclusions. From this analysis the researcher will
propose recommendations for practice, as well as recommendations for future research, based
on the findings that emerged during the course of this study.

Ill

5:1 Interpretation and Discussion of Main Findings
The following section outlines the main findings of the qualitative research carried out during
the course of this study, which involved undertaking ten semi-structured interviews with
relevant industry individuals who the researcher felt could assist in the effort to make a
contribution to knowledge. The key findings are outlined under a number of headings as
follows.
5:1:1 Education in India
This study revealed that one of the greatest issues affecting India at present is concerned with
its educational system, which was expressed by 100% of the interviewees. Whilst this current
study showed the overall educational system is burdened with many issues, it highlighted that
it is the elementary or primary sector that is most troubled; “The schooling system is pathetic,
you know, it isn't able to cope after, with the under 15 years barely 40-50% are engaged in
full-scale primary education; the rest are either partly engaged or not engaged at all",
(Chapter 4: 71). fhese findings were very much in support of the initial secondary research,
where it was found that the core issue with regards to education, and from where all other
issues stem, is the lack of funding: ““the proportion of the GDP spent on higher education has
progressively declined over the last several decades. And given the stringent fiscal constraints
faced by the central and state governments, the prospects for a rapid expansion of public
investment in higher education are quite bleak" (Panagariya, 2008:287).
The variety of problems surrounding education is as varied as the landscape in India itself
and has had a centrifugal effect on many elements of the economy. As outlined by Ahuja et
al., “'education is perhaps the country’s great unequaliser" (2006:18). The research unearthed
that the lack of funding by the government is the core issue with regard to the appalling state
of the education system, and 90% of the interviewees expressed this view, “'the problem is in
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the primary, elementary education sector where you have a lot of misallocation of resources"',
(Chapter 4:73). This lack of funding has created many other issues concerning the
educational sector, such as corruption, teacher absenteeism, quality of education, enrolment
figures and dropout rates.
Further confirmation of the lack of impetus that the government is displaying regarding its
investment in education, this research found that large multinational companies are being
forced to establish their own universities to fill the gap that the current educational system is
not providing. According to Rothermund (2008), "private companies have started investing in
scientific education in a big way in order to fill the gap. Infosys is a case in point. It hires
about 28,000 IT specialists every year and has started its own corporate university in Mysore
with an initial investment of US$ 300 million". This was echoed by one of the researchers
interviewees, who stated that the "large company like Infosys is running its own university in
Mysore, having now about 30,000 students"' (Chapter 4:74).
Whilst the current research in part concurred with this opinion, it was noted by 40% of the
interviewees that with the emergence of a new middle-class population more and more
Indians are now able to bridge this gap, not through work being done by the government via
investment in the public education system, but rather through investments parents made in
their children"s education by sending them to private school, which appears to be an
increasing emerging trend in India, “ the public schools are not really taken up by anyone
who has a reasonable wealth, so if you have a little bit of money you will straight away go to
a private school"' (Chapter 4:71). It is due to the fact that there is increasing demand for
private education coupled with, according to Rothermund, corruption being rife in the
gov ernment schools, that "private schools have sprung up everywhere"" (2008: 188).
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The research, in line with Panagariya (2008) found that quality is a major issue in the
educational system, and 100% of the interviewees were in agreement with this fact. Quality is
an issue, both from the perspective of the qualification of the teacher, but also from the point
of view of the quality of the education being given or not given, as the research found, to the
students: “many graduates from the private technical schools then need to be retrained on the
Job in order to become really competitive professionals” (Chapter 4: 75). This concurred with
the secondary research, which revealed that, according to Ahuja et al., whilst for those that
have the opportunities and can afford to enter the higher ranks of education in India, “few of
the 2000 engineering schools and numerous other institutions meet international standards”
(2006:18). This results in a whole labour pool that is often not equipped to conduct the work
for which they maybe applying. This plight was highlighted by Ahuja ef al., "to hire 16, 500
employees, Infosys must consider 1.3 million applicants ‘which tells how fast the tunnel
drops,' according to Mr. Purhit, head of strategic planning at Infosys" (2006:18).
Yet, while this emerging middle class is ensuring that a large portion of the population
receives a full education, according to the current research 60% of the interviewees stated
that there is still a large segment of the Indian population who are so devastatingly poor that
this private education is beyond their financial means. To that end this segment of the
population has to contend with the existing government public education system, with
devastating results, according to Rothermund: "at present about 35 per cent of the Indian
population are illiterate. The strong correlation of illiteracy and poverty is highlighted by the
fact that India’s poorest state Bihar, has a rate of illiteracy of 53 per cent. Substituting the rate
of illiteracy for the poverty line would thus yield a figure of 35 per cenf' (2008:210). This
was echoed by one of the interviewees, who stated that "One of the problems is that teachers
are not doing their jobs in the public schools, especially because there is a system in which
once a teacher is actually hired in a public school there’s absolutely no way to lay them off
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again", and went onto say that, “So it's clearly kind of not a system that demands
performance or that would punish the non-performance and so, you know, the outcome is not
so surprising" (Chapter 4:72).
As expressed by 30% of the interviewees, one of the fundamental concerns with the
educational system is that it was overlooked by the government in the 1990 reforms and as
such has been struggling to get attention ever since, which is clearly counterproductive
according to one of the interviewees, who stated that “Education is the route of all growth in
economics" (Chapter 4: 77).

5:1:2 The Health System In India
In support of Ahuja et ciL, (2006), this current research found that the problems in the Indian
public health system are numerous and very much in line which those found in education.
Issues such as lack of funding from the government, accountability of leading medical staff,
absenteeism, corruption and lack of accessibility collectively culminate in an overall poor
standard of practice, facilities and service. All interview eandidates said that one or more of
these were the main areas of concern for the current public health system operating in India.
Yet the research revealed that the overriding issue in the health system is the lack of
investment from the government, which had previously been revealed in the seeondary
research: according to Panagariya “expenditures on health alone were 0.9 percent of the GDP
in 2005-06. When it comes to international comparisons of public expenditure on health as a
proportion of the GDP, India is near the bottom" (2008:416).This was eehoed by one of the
interviewees, who stated that, “funds for education and health were curtailed although they
should have been stepped up rather than curtailed” (Chapter 4: 79).
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The research found that, like education, the health system is also a great unequaliser. Whilst
there is in fact an existing public health system in operation in India, the research found that
due to the numerous reasons already listed above, even the poor are forced to avail of
services from the private health service or else go without accessing services at all: “You
have some of the best hospitals available for the very well off and you have large numbers of
people who just can't afford basic health care” (Chapter 4:80). For these reasons, amongst
others, according to Ahuja et al., “Aids is approaching epidemic proportions, it continues to
receive relatively scant attention from the government” (2006:19). Flowever, the current
research did find that the government has done some work in the area of vaccinations. Whilst
this will not combat issues such as Aids, it does show some promise and indeed eventual
commitment from the government to deal with the health-related matters of the country but
the matter prevails according to one interviewee “hospitals are often ill-equipped and illprepared to deal with the volume and the kinds of cases that come to them”, (Chapter 4: 80).
1 he research found that, like education, the issue of accountability and in turn corruption and
unethical practice is rampant in the public health care system in India and that was expressed
by 50% of the interviewees, “doctors are of course not there, they are running their own
practices elsewhere for the same reason that the salary comes from the state the practice, they
are sitting in villages and nobody has any jurisdiction over them” (Chapter 4: 78). This was in
line with what had also been found in the early stages of the research, which revealed that,
according to Panagariya, “India is largely incapable of delivering critical social services to
the public” (2008:415).
5:1:3 Infrastructure In India
The research found that the whole area of infrastructure, like both education and health, is a
complex one. It is not limited to elements such as roads; the research looked at many other
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areas of infrastructure, such as airports, ports, power and irrigation. Each of the interviewees
expressed particular concern over some aspect of infrastructure and outlined the importance
of its need for drastic attention via funding from the government, “its fundamental weakness
is that it neglected its roads, its railways, its ports, all of which function at a lower level of
density and efficiency than comparable countries'* (Chapter 4:81). This was very much in
support of Reddy, who stated that “Bottlenecks in infrastructure continue to prevail" (2010:
368), and indeed from this study it became clear that the issues created by the poor
infrastructure dominate the landscape in India.
After conducting the interviews it became apparent that the issue of power scarcity and the
consistent supply of electricity, to both domestic and commercial customers alike, is a very
prevalent one in the context of infrastructure. This was expressed by 40% of the interv iewees
and was in line with Rothermund (2008). This is clearly still the situation in India, as updated
and confirmed by the interviewees, and is indeed the basis for much of the problem with the
energy supply in India which was explained by one of the interviewees as follows. “The
problem, however, is that the mining sector expansion hasn't kept up with the increasing
demands for coal." (Chapter 4:82). I'he gravity of the situation and greater insight into the
problem was offered by another interviewee, who stated that “many coal power plants now at
days don't have reserve stocks of raw materials for more than a few' weeks sometimes, and if
they run out of that power generation will stop completely",(Chapter 4: 81).
In line with Rothermund (2008) the research found that India’s infrastructural issues are
certainly not limited to those of power supply but also extend into the agricultural sector,
where there is the constant issue of water scarcity at certain times of the year; this was
highlighted by a number of the interviewees. This appears rather bizarre in a county that is
exposed to such masses of rainfall during what is known as the monsoon season. It was also
something that the researcher had not unearthed in the initial research, only coming to learn
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how poor infrastructure is affecting this segment of society through the qualitative research,
where such issues were expressed by 30% of the interviewees. “We are just too dependent on
the monsoon and only about 35-45% of our arable land is irrigated and at least 20-25% more
of it is irrigable’', (Chapter 4: 84). The research has shown that given the importance and
magnitude of the agriculture sector in India, investment in infrastructure is of critical
importance.
The research also examined the aspect of the road network in India, and 80% of the
interviewees expressed concern that this is a major issue in the course of India's
development. While the research found that much work had been done in the area of
improving the road network, a lot more work needed to be done: “So in some parts new road
construction is ahead of the volume of traffic. But in other respects, particularly in the big
cities, you have such traffic jams that sometimes the traffic hardly moves" (Chapter 4: 83).
This is in line with what had been previously found in the secondary research: according to
Tully. Prime Minister Vajpayee had previously introduced “a plan to link the major cities of
India with a road system called the Golden Quadrilateral, and this system is at last almost
complete" (Tully, 201l:xiii). Yet the research went one step further, delving into the
fundamental issues surrounding road infrastructure, and according to one of the interviewees,
“it's a big problem because the country has not been able to build infrastructure fast enough
to keep up with growing demand for infrastructure, whether it be transportation or energy or
ports or airports ... you name it, they build capacity [and it's] almost utilised completely"
(Chapter 4:83). So the research revealed that part of the issue is that once the roads have been
built they are already at full capacity, so great is the demand for them, and due to the growing
population which they serve, currently the second largest population in the world,
construction of such roads has just been completed when they are already at full capacity, and
the process has to begin all over again.
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Yet, despite all the numerous issues surrounding infrastrueture aeross India the research did
find that things are beginning to change and that there is hope that the situation will improve
further in the coming years. “One good thing about infrastructure is government is quite
serious about it: they allocated enormous budget to it, five-year plan and stuff like that for
developing infrastructure” (Chapter 4: 85).
5:1:4 Poverty in India
The research revealed that one of the gravest issues still gripping the country and indeed
hindering the economy is that of poverty. According to Panagariya, “growth is the single
most important instrument of poverty reduction” (2008: 282). Yet according to the research
undertaken, much work needs to be done in this area if poor people, who make up a large
portion of the population, are to emerge from this classification and meaningfully contribute
to the economy. Tighty per cent of the interviewees expressed their concerns about the effect
that the issue of poverty is having on the economy, “Agriculture has not developed to such an
extent to really give a living to the poor people in the countryside. Two-thirds of the people
live in the countryside and produce just about less than 20% of the social product on the
GDP” (Chapter 4: 86).
It became clear from the research that many of the issues discussed above, once improved
through investment by the government, will in turn help lift a large portion of the population
out of poverty as expressed by one of the interviewees: “It's caused by the problems with the
educational system, problems with the health care system, problems with infrastructure, there
are also problems with the Justice system and all sorts of other things” (Chapter 4:87).
The research also showed very clearly that whilst poverty is gripping the country and has
done so for many decades, there have been improvements over the years. “Poverty, 1 think
again a lot of progress is being made compared to the first 35 years when virtually no
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reduction in poverty happened" (Chapter 4: 88). This was in contrast to much of the
secondary research that was undertaken, which very much portrayed a constant negative
theme on poverty; according to Panagariya, "it had been three long decades since India had
launched its development program, but it was yet to register significant sustained reduction in
poverty" (2008:129).
5:1:5 Corruption in India
An interesting and somewhat intriguing element, not only in the Indian economy but also in
the culture of India, that the research revealed is the element of corruption. The research
found that corruption plays an integral part in life in India, from a business perspective, to
political, to the way it affects the everyday lives of citizens across the country. It was
expressed by 90% of the interviewees that corruption is certainly not an encouraging element
of life in India and that it is not playing a positive role in the development and growth of the
economy. One of the interviewees stated that "I’he economy could be doing better if there
was less corruption" (Chapter 4:92).
This is very much in line with what the researcher had already discovered in the course of the
secondary research, which outlined the effects that corruption is having even on the
educational system, where, according to Ahuja et al., "many teachers collect pay checks but
simply do not show up for school, a striking example of the toll that petty corruption takes on
the poor” (2006:18). It was found that with so many schools located in very remote areas of
the country, department officials may only inspect these schools periodically, allowing such
behaviour to go undetected for the most part.
It became clear from the research that the issue of corruption affects every aspect of life and
each of the interviewee respondents spoke at length about this in the various capacities in
which they felt it was most especially holding the country back. One of the most prevailing
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opinions, held by 40% of the respondents, was that corruption is really coming from the top
down, most especially from the politicians. “Where the government has reduced its presence
it has become a cleaner and more transparent system. So that is the way to go, for the
government to reduce its footprint in the economy" (Chapter 4: 90). This was very much in
line with what had been found by the researcher in the secondary research; for example,
according to Tully, “there are frequent allegations that business is responsible for much of the
political and bureaucratic corruption that plagues the country” (Tully, 2011:201).

5:1:6 India's Competitive Advantage
Exploring the area of India's competitive advantage was indeed a very interesting challenge
and early on in the research it became very clear that its dominant competitive advantage lies
not in something it has produced, nor in its natural resources, nor, indeed, in particular talents
it has crafted through the years. The research showed that in fact its competitive advantage
lies in something far more innate; its people. This is rellected by Chaze, according to whom,
"India is a young country, with a median age of the population being 24.6 years, and onethird of the population is below the age of 14’',(2006:4); it is the youth and in turn the
vibrancy of the country that is propelling it forward and which is “driving demand for
everything from cars, brand-name clothing, cell phones and consumer electronics to real
estate and a host of other goods and services, including insurance, health care and travel”
(2006:4). This is very much in line with what was expressed by 50% of the interviewees, who
expressed such opinions as “1 think it's the people. The biggest strength India has is the
resources a) just the sheer volume of it” (Chapter 4:99).
Yet while the initial research showed that India's competitive advantage lies with its people,
the researcher wanted to delve further into this area and felt that this was not just about the
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size of the resource pool, or indeed the talent of the resources India has at its disposal; the
research reflected that its ultimate competitive advantage lies in the drive and motivation and
belief of the Indian people in their country and how they are the spokes in the wheel that can
drive their country forward to greater heightsr'The population is hungry and people want hungry not in the physical sense but hungry in the sense that they want to lift themselves up''
(Chapter 4: 102).
In the course of the research there were a number of other equally important competitive
advantages that came to light. One such element, which was not uncovered in the initial
secondary research and only came to light during the primary research for this current study,
is India's democratic status. Whilst this may not appear to us in the western world to stand
out as a remarkable competitive advantage, for those international companies seeking a stable
political haven in which to do business it is of major comfort, and this was confirmed by 30%
of the interviewees: “‘What makes India stand out is its democracy. The fact [that wej are
doing this under democracy and not the authoritarian system China has is what makes us
stand out" (Chapter 4: 100).

Whilst the research found that the high levels of its youthful population, which through the
decades has immigrated to foreign lands in search of greater opportunities, has always been a
major impediment to India's growth, the research also found that it has also been of some
benefit to the progression of the country. According to Rothermund, “ It can be assumed that
India's brain drain is accompanied by some capital gain'' (2008:237), and he goes on to
explain what this equates to in reality as “remittances to India from the Diaspora Indians
amount to about US$23 billion annually" (Rothermund, 2008:237). This was very much
supported by the primary research: one of the interviewees outlined that the “'big overseas
Indian population is a significant pool for competitive advantage as well because they not
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only contribute to those economies where they are living but they bring a lot of wealth back
home and if they choose to come back they bring a lot of knowledge" (Chapter 4:100).

5:1:7 The Dominant Issues Holding India Back from Further Growth
The research revealed that India, despite its wondrous developments over the past number of
decades, is still punching below its weight and has yet to realise its full potential. The
research found that the country's growth and further development is being hindered
(expressed by 100% of the interviews), by a number of elements, each of which the
interviewees discussed in detail, in the context of their own personal opinions. These issues
were summarised by Bartsch & Jos when they said “India's Planning Commission points the
way: To achieve rapid growth, the economy will have to overcome constraints posed by
limited energy supplies, increase in water scarcity, shortages in infrastructure, problems of
land acquisition for industrial development and infrastructure, and the complex problem of
managing the urban transition associated with rapid growth. Greater efforts also need to be
made in agriculture, health and education to ensure inclusion of the most excluded and
sometimes invisible parts of our population" (Bartsch & Jos, 2012:12). Improving many of
these elements is not going to be easily achieved and India is setting itself some very high
targets. One interviewee, who had expressed concerns over the state of the infrastructure,
stated, “so the sector is a huge problem and if you look at it in terms of cost per mile of goods
travelled it's about two or three times as expensive to move goods within India than it is
anywhere else in the world" (Chapter 4:104).
In line with Garguly & Garg (2009) the research found that the age-old issue of poverty is
something that has been a thorn in the country's side for many decades, this was indeed
supported by the current study, in which 80% of the interviewees expressed their concerns
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about poverty. For example: “there [are] still 200 million people living below the poverty
line. It's a huge drag" (Chapter 4: 86).The fundamental causes of poverty were surmised by
one of the interviewees who stated that “It's caused by the problems with the educational
system, problems with the health care system, problems with infrastructure, there are also
problems with the justice system and all sorts of other things", (Chapter 4: 87).
This current research also uncovered a very dominant, yet near undercover, issue which is
playing, and indeed has been playing for many decades, a primary role in holding the country
back from rapid development; this is the lack of political w ill. This was mentioned by 30% of
the interviewees, who each expressed their concerns over the effect this is having on many
facets of the country's operation. The research found that politicians and the government in
power often lack the will to make hard decisions that would ultimately be for the betterment
of the country in the long term but would very much go against what the voting population
would want in the short term. Politicians are always aware that the next election is imminent
and so to that end make more voter-friendly decisions so as to better their chances of securing
their political seat in the upcoming election. The result of this is that much-needed decisions
for the betterment of the country are cast aside: “political will and political decision making
and financial transparency. This is lacking and till that is, that to me is the most critical
ingredient: if that is ever settled I think India has the potential to grow at a faster pace than
China" (Chapter 4:105). This point was supported by another interviewee, who stated that
“The weaknesses are mainly in the governance side, and especially the local governance side
where there [is] a tremendous degree of inertia, tremendous degree of backward-looking
mentality, not enough reforms, not enough attempts to do reforms” (Chapter 4: 124).
The research also found that corruption is still a major matter of concern for the country. One
central institution gravely affected by corruption is the judicial system. The research found
that this is an institution that operates with gross inefficiencies and where it is standard
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practice that basic cases go on, unnecessarily, for many years without being brought to a
conelusion. Sueh eoncerns were expressed by 20% of the interviewees, with one stating the
situation as follows; “Our slow and inefficient legal system, I think that ... clearly needs
tackling" (Chapter 4:103). This was not something the researcher had found in the initial
stages of the researeh, yet it was a concern expressed by a number of interviewees and is very
mueh interconnected with that of politieal transpareney as diseussed above.
The eurrent flnaneial crisis and the effeets that it having on the Indian eeonomy could not
have escaped the research due to the dominanee and prevalence of the matter at this current
time. The effeets of the financial crisis, according to Bartsch and Jos, are that “Foreign Direct
Investment in India faced an unexpeeted decline in FY2010-1 1 ”(2012:22), and they go onto
say that “In 2010, when FDl into other developing countries recovered with a nearly 10
pereent increase, inflows into India deelined further by some 32 percent in U.S. dollar"
(FJartsch & Jos, 2012:22). This view of the situation was clearly supported by this research,
with 30% of the interviewees express coneerns over the effeets that the global flnaneial crisis
is having on the Indian eeonomy. “the slowdown in the global economy, something that India
can do nothing about. China is going to experience mueh slower growth rates, so around the
world big emerging economies are slowing down and India cannot escape that" (Chapter 4:
109).
5:1:6 Recent Economic Development and Maintaining Growth Levels
An important aspect of the research involved the examination of the integral elements which
helped shape India’s growth over the past number of years, and moreover how India would
maintain this level of growth. The researcher felt that shedding light on these two aspects of
India's economic evolution would be one of the final pieces of the puzzle to help offer an
insight into where the future of the economy lies.
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The research found that India's initial development was the result of a series of intensive
economic reforms across all sectors. It was this series of reforms that altered the country from
an isolated, self-sufficient entity to one which was integrating with the world economy:
“industry deregulation was completed, while public sector monopoly was restricted to a few
sectors. Foreign direct investment was permitted under automatic approval in many sectors.
Financial markets were liberalized with the entry of foreign institutional investors into India's
equity markets’' (Ganguly & Garg, 2009:45). This was supported by the primary research, in
which 90% of the interviewees cited the reforms as the fundamental catalyst that propelled
the development of the Indian economy. This was summarised by one of the interviewees as
follows: “So all those reforms are in place, the economy is very competitive because, you
know, imports are pretty much open. Some barriers exist, but you know India is largely as
open as China is actually in terms of the trade policy". (Chapter 4: 95).
This current study also revealed that another, and equally important, contributor to the
development of the economy, and, indeed, an equally important element w hich is maintaining
its growth, is the people of India. The strength and determination of the Indian people to drive
the economy forward has played an important role to date: “what does matter is that Indians
of all classes, castes, and creeds have the wealth, health and education needed to fulfill their
potential, and make their country prosperous” (Tully, 201 I :xiv). This was also very much
reflected, but with greater insight, during the primary research, which gave the researcher a
increased understanding of how important this element has been and will continue to be for
the growth of the Indian economy. The same view was expressed by 50% of the interviewees,
one of whom stated, “There are plenty of talented people, plenty of hardworking people, in
fact huge numbers of hardworking people, and also people who are looking out for
opportunities to trade” (Chapter 4:93).
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Whilst the above two elements have played a key role in the development of the economy,
the research also looked at how the country is going to maintain its growth and continue its
success story even in these turbulent economic times. The research found that, unlike many
other countries, India does not have a culture of excessive borrowing and as such, according
to the research, “Except for a few large corporate with close linkages with non-banking
financial companies and mutual funds, other corporate and most households are not
excessively leveraged. The balance sheet of the government has insignificant foreign
currency exposures, and most of its debt is at fixed rate. Overall the balance sheets of
households, corporate and financial intermediaries are not excessively vulnerable" (Reddy,
2010:367). Whilst this is an interesting fact, the primary research took this a step further and
revealed that with the emergence of a new middle class in India, a class that previously did
not exist, there has been the emergence of a savings pattern where the population, due to the
newly found affluence, is able to engage in saving money. This was discussed by 40% of the
interviewees, one of whom stated the case to be as follows, “above all, the savings rate in
India is now about 32-33% of the GDP, so that's a very high savings rate. So with that kind
of savings rate we're generally a very competitive environmenf' (Chapter 4:96).
The research also found that one of the most central elements in India maintaining its growth
is the demographic structure of its population. India has one of the youngest populations in
the world, an important factor when there is a massive labour resource requirement: “India
has a wealth of educated manpower'’ (Rothermund, 2008:242). This was supported by the
primary research, 70% of the interviewees expressing the importance of the youthful
population in playing a key role in India maintaining its current growth. “Of course India will
be helped by what is called the demographic dividend’' (Chapter 4: 96), a view that was
supported by another interviewee, who outlined the importance of this youthful population to
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the continued development of the Indian economy; *‘we have a relatively young population,
people talk about a demographic dividend'* (Chapter 4:95).

5:1:9 The Future of the Indian Economy
In line with the central aim of this study the core focus of this research was to bring the
research to this point, a point where the researcher would be able to begin mapping the future
prospects of the Indian economy. The researcher found that the whilst the interviewees each
expressed their opinions on the matter, and whilst there was some level of disparity in
opinions, overall 80% of the interviewees were optimistic about the future of the economy:
“definitely it should be in the top five between now and 2025 and by 2050 in the top three*'
(Chapter 4:107), and the strength of this statement was reinforced by another interviewee,
who offered his own predictions; “about 2025 India will be about a $7 trillion dollar economy
by my calculations, which makes it number three globally" (Chapter 4:108). Previous
research was far more conservative and possibly not as hopeful as the more recent views
gathered during this study from the interviewees. According to the economist Ram Gopal
Agarwala, “growth is possible but cannot be taken for granted. There have been far too many
surprises in the past. One should be cautious in making long term forecasts** (Tully, 2011 :xi).
The researcher is confident after conducting this study that the views expressed by each of
the interviewees, many of which are outlined in Chapter 4, give an overwhelmingly positive
view that the future is very bright for the Indian economy.
Whilst the implications of the current global financial crisis, as previously discussed, are
impacting on the growth of the Indian economy, it is also very clear from this research that
the Indian economy is resilient, and so while the crisis may be slowing the growth of the
economy, it will not stop it moving forward. In line with Ahuja et c//.,(2006) the continued
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growth of India is one of the greatest economic opportunities of these times, the research has
shown that the Indian economy will indeed continue to prosper; it will reach the great heights
of being the second or third largest economy in the world, something that just a few years ago
it could only have dreamt of. “Within the next number of years - 10, 15, 20, depending on
what growth rates you sustain - India is going to be the second, second or third, largest
economy in the world” (Chapter 4:108).
In line with Ferguson (2008) who emphasised the extraordinary global economic times that
the global society is living through, the research was in unison with this, and was outlined by
one of the interviewees who stated, "China and India certainly have a much larger cake of the
world economy than they had, now we in Europe have to be on our guard”, (Chapter 4: I 10),
this was supported by another of the researchers interviewees who stated that “I think India
will continue to grow as an economy to a superpower”, (Chapter 4: 107). These statements
from this current research reflect the greatness of the modern and indeed future of the Indian
economy.
In the last number of decades India has proved that it has been able to rise out of the ashes of
its self-inflicted self-sufficient period of isolation to impose much-needed reforms on the
operation of its country's economy. This transformation has allowed the economy to develop
into the prosperous state it is in today. In contrast to Bartsch and Jos (2012), this research has
shown that if India continues to make progressive decisions it will indeed continue to reap the
rewards of the predictions made by the researcher’s expert panel of interviewees and once
again regain its seat as one of the most powerful economies of the world. “There is so much
pent-up demand domestically and there is so much capacity that India can grow at a rapid
pace of say 10-12%, and this would be the case for the next 10 years” (Chapter 4:108).
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5:2 Summary of Main Empirical Findings

Education

How to Alleviate

Issue(s)

Challenge
•

Lack of Funding

•

Accountability

•

Quality

•

Increased funding from
government

•

Major reforms to the
structure of the sector and
lines of control. Move control
of sector away from central
government to state
government

•

Implications for corrupt
behaviours of personnel

•

Improve quality of teaching
personnel

Health

•

Lack of Funding

•

Accountability

•

Quality

•

Increased funding from
government

•

Major reforms to current
structure. Move control of
sector away from central
government to state
government
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Infrastructure

•

Roads

•

Power

•

irrigation

•

Increase the road network to
rural areas

&

rainwater

•

Increase capacity of city road
network

harvesting
•

Improve the structure of the
power industry. Segment the
various elements (generation
and distribution) so that one
body is not managing both
the generation and
distribution of power
throughout the country

•

Expansion of irrigation
systems by the government
using rainwater harvesting in
relevant districts so as
maximise the productivity of
the agriculture sector through
investment in water
harvesting infrastructure

Poverty

•

Poverty affects 20% of the

•

Tackle educational issues

Indian

•

Introduce government -

population:

200

million people

funded employment
programmes
•

Improve access to health
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services
Improve infrastructure
roadways to ensure that rural
areas are less isolated
Improve agricultural
infrastructure
Increase development in
agriculture sector irrigation/rainwater
harvesting.
Increase access to
employment
opportunities/employment
programmes
Corruption

Deep rooted in the culture

•

Increase accountability

•

Decrease government
presence in the various
sectors: has to be tackled
from the top down

Brain Drain

•

People

emigrate

after •

Creation of a better standard

completing education to seek

of living in India

a better lifestyle and greater •

National Pride programme

employment possibilities

Improved employment

•

packages for public sector
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jobs which would benefit
from graduates' skill sets, e.g.
education and health sectors
Maintaining

•

Continued liberalisation

•

Keep barriers to entry low

Growth

•

Improved educational system

•

Make foreign investment

•

Improved public health system

•

Brain drain

future

for the

easy
•

Investment in education

•

Investment in public health
system

•

Ensure youthful population
remain in country - improve
employment prospects

5: 3 Recommendations
1 he following section explores the findings of this current study and makes recommendations
under a number of key headings.
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5:3:1 A Model for Practice

Improved Health

Increased

Improved

System

Political Will

Educational

System

System

Poor facilities

Corruption

Corruption

Poor quality

Lack of staff

Teacher absenteeism

III - Equipped

High drop-out rates

Improved
Infrastructure

4

Inconsistent power supply

Great divide between the classes

Inadequate road network

Not contributing to the economy

Inefficient transport system

Combat

Decrease the

Corruption

'Brain Drain'
Epidemic

4

Seen as a social norm

No consequences for engaging in such behaviour

r
Poor employment prospects

Comparative international lifestyle possibilities
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During the qualitative research a number of key issues emerged from the interviewees as
areas that India needs to address and improve in order for it to fulfill its full potential and
unburden itself of the shackles of mistakes made in previous years.
India has a very young population, which can further feed the country's economic growth:
however, the government will have to address the burdens of the education system, as
previously outlined, in order to move forward. This issue include corruption, teacher
absenteeism, poor quality of education due to inadequately trained staff, unsuitable facilities,
poor enrolment figures and high dropout rates.
Similarly with health: in order for the country to prosper the population must be a healthy one
and have access to a health care system of an adequate standard. The issues concerning these
two sectors are closely related. The government needs to urgently invest heavily in improving
the public health care system so as to bring it up to a functional standard comparative to
international standards. Medical graduates, many of whom emigrate to foreign countries in
search of better employment and lifestyle opportunities, need to be enticed to remain in India
through competitive employment packages and improved lifestyle possibilities. These
graduates will play an integral role in making this aspect of the economy more acceptable and
functional for the more vulnerable segments of society.
The issue of political will, the research revealed, is a crippling factor in the growth of the
Indian economy. The research showed that many of the areas that are holding India back have
at their core a link to political will and the lack thereof. Much of this issue, the research
showed, is borne out of the fact that politicians choose to make short-term, voter-friendly
decisions to ensure that voters remain happy and continue to vote for them and in turn keep
them in power. The long-term repercussion of this for the economy is that much of the work.
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such as increased long-term investment into areas such as health and education, is
overlooked, with catastrophic long-term results for the economy.
Good infrastructure, in terms of both roadways and power, are essential ingredients if India is
to continue to lure foreign companies to do business there and, indeed, continue to maintain
those that have already made the transition to doing business in India. The research found that
the concerns around having a constant power supply are very real, coupled with the
increasing need for good roadways and a more efficient transport system to meet the demand.
The research uncovered that many of the larger companies operating in India provide both
their own transport systems, to ensure that staff get to the company buildings on time, and
their own power generators, to maintain a constant supply of energy and to ensure that plants
do not experience any downtime and in turn loss of revenue for the enterprises. Whilst the
research showed that the government is positively disposed to improving the full spectrum of
infrastructure across the country, plans and associated investments need to be more proactive
and be executed with greater time efficiencies and less central corruption.
Poverty remains a constant feature on the landscape in India. The research discovered that
despite the increased prosperity being experienced by much of the population in India, there
remains a larger segment of the population which is being left behind. This is causing a
greater divide between the various classes and, as such, the research found that civil unrest
may be on the horizon if action is not taken to bring this segment of the population into the
fold. Improving the status of the vast poverty-stricken population of India would also aid the
economy in that the government would have an army of people contributing to the economy.
Before this can become a reality, much work needs to be done in the areas listed above before
life can improve for this segment of the population and their contribution to the economy
becomes a reality.
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Corruption is such an integral element of the culture in India that it will take a massive
initiative by the Indian government to go some way to try and eradicate it. Yet it is not
impossible, and the government must tackle the matter from the top down in order to make
permanent changes to this overwhelming aspect of its culture. The research showed that it has
come to the point now where corruption in all its forms is socially acceptable and an
alternative way of life is unimaginable, so the government has a big task ahead to solve this
issue. It is essential in order for the country to maintain its prosperity and continue to promote
itself to the outside world as an attractive place to do business. Ensuring that those found
engaging in corrupt activity, either at government level or village level, are dealt with swiftly
and through the legal system so that inroads can be made into eradicating this behaviour will
be the only way forward for India to finally be free of this intensely corrupt culture.
Finally, the problem which is often referred to as the ‘brain drain'. This phrase is often used
to describe those who have been educated in India and who, after graduation, leave India in
pursuit of greater opportunities and a better lifestyle abroad. Over the last fifty years this
issue has haunted India. Whether privately or publicly educated, these people would have
been and are vital assets to the development of the Indian economy, and the fact that India
has been unable to entiee much of the generations past and present to remain in the country to
help build its economy to its full heights remains yet another challenge for the Indian
government. Offering these potential emigrants the possibility of a better lifestyle and
promoting competitive employment possibilities will all play a role in reducing the current
brain drain epidemic and help improve the development of India's own economy.
5:3:2 Recommendations for Practice
The findings of this research have revealed the current state of many of the facets that play an
integral part in the Indian economy, from education to the health system to infrastructure,
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corruption and poverty, and how each of these elements is affecting, both positively and
otherwise, the future growth of the Indian economy. The research revealed that while there
are many issues holding India back in relation to each of the elements listed above, there is
also immense potential waiting to be unleashed in each of these areas. To that end the
researcher believes that it is only when the issues concerning all of these facets have been
dealt with will India be truly unshackled and realise its full potential.
The research had many valuable contributors, each of whom offered not only great insight
into the issues surrounding India’s economy, but also what actions the government could take
in order to alleviate the problems and move the economy forward. In the area of public
education, the research revealed, the crux of the problem lies in the elementary sector of the
system, and it was suggested that through large investment by the government and, in turn,
increased accountability, many of the issues could be eradicated. T he research outlined that
the same action would be of immense benefit to the public health care system. Whilst the
research showed that there are many issues other than funding that affect both elements, the
research recommends that the injection of large amounts of funding into both sectors would
to a large degree alleviate the other issues.
Similarly, regarding infrastructure, the research found that this sector suffers immensely due
to lack of funding from the government and also corruption, because all infrastructure
projects are handled by central government and not at state level. The research would
therefore recommend that the control of infrastructure projects should be transferred to the
remit of state government, instead of central government, where greater control over the
projects could be exercised and in turn there would be greater accountability, which would
provide an increased opportunity to eradicate corruption.
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India is a country notorious for corruption, and an important recommendation arising from
the empirical findings is to make inroads into legally eradicating it from the landscape
through effective and efficient engagement of the judicial system. This will take a lot of time
and investment of energy by the government as it needs to work from the top down if there is
to be any hope of eliminating it from the social roots of society. The country could in turn
operate more efficiently and ethically as a result.
A further recommendation arising from the empirical findings is that of poverty alleviation. It
is not possible or ethical that India should be striving forward with a robust economy when
such a large proportion of its population lives below the poverty line. In order to have this
segment of the population play an integral role in driving the economy forward, and to reduce
the opportunities for social conflict, the research recommends that the government should
create constructive programmes to reduce poverty, much of which can be done via
investment in education, health and infrastructure and, indeed, a reduction in corruption.
Finally, this research study recommends that once each of the above steps has been taken the
Indian economy will have set a solid foundation for great economic strides into the future.
The researcher acknowledges that this will be a long Journey, but one from which the Indian
economy will reap rewards for many decades to come.
5:3:3 Recommendations for Future Research
Due to the very nature and subject matter of the research there are ample possibilities for
future research. The following are some areas where further knowledge could be obtained.
Due to the time constraints under which the study had to be conducted, the researcher was
limited in relation to the level at which she could research each individual facet of the Indian
economy. To that end further in-depth research could be done into the individual areas of
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education, the health care system, infrastructure, poverty and corruption and what role they
play in affecting the Indian economy.
A subsequent area that would merit further study is an examination of the true effect, both
positive and negative, that the ‘brain drain' epidemic has had on the evolution of the Indian
economy. Whilst this current study has shown that there has been a great loss of skilled
manpower due to the ‘brain drain', the economy has also benefited from increased revenue
circulating in the country due to remittances made by these individuals to their home country.
Consequently the researcher feels that this would be a very interesting subject area to study.
A in-depth study on Indian politics from the perspective of the counterproductive effect on
the development of the economy caused by the deeply corrupt behaviours that Indian
politicians engage in (as this research has demonstrated), coupled with an intertwined
element - the lack of political will - would be a very interesting study and the Indian
government could learn much from such a study.
Research could also be applied to the economic evolution of India from the 1700 when the
economic balance of power began shifting its dominance from the East to the West. As was
referred to in this current study, we are currently going through a major global economic shift
in which the balance of power is returning to the East, where it once lay. Further research
could be done into the area of looking in depth at how the East, and in particular India, lost
economic control to the West some couple of hundreds of years ago.
Due to the very nature of the study and indeed the economic climate in which it is being
conducted, there will always be merit in further studies into the subject of the Indian
economy as it is constantly evolving.
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5:4 Concluding Comments
In line with the objectives of this study, the research entailed an examination of the Indian
economy with the central aim of mapping the future economic prospects of India. From the
comprehensive research that was undertaken, which expands on existing academic literature,
the primary conclusion of this study is that the economic future of India shows great
potential. At a time when the world is going through one of the greatest economic shift in
history, India is holding its own. The country is producing growth rates that Europe can only
dream of and is racing forward to gain its place as one of the top three leading economies of
the modern world.
The researcher learned that there are many contributing elements to India's success story and
it is these same elements that will help it continue this success well into the future:
The research demonstrated that the Indian people and their absolute hunger for success for
their country and their pride in their nation is one of the key elements pushing the country's
economy forward. While India's well-known economic rival, China, is being propelled
forward by its government, it is clear from this current research that India is progressing
despite the government but because of the strength of its naturally entrepreneurial people and
their spirit. It is the people of India, and their never-fading determination to propel the
country to greater heights that is one of the special ingredients in India's success and
continued growth. Consequently in recent years there has been an influx into India of many
of the large international corporations such as Dell, Google, Harley-Davidson, IBM and Intel,
to name but a few. These organisations are shifting their predominant presence from the West
to the East in the search to achieve greater economies of scale and utilise India's abundant
educated, English-speaking workforce and take advantage of both the low labour costs and
overall lower operational costs in comparison to the West.
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The current demographics of India means that it has a very youthful population, one which is
also very well educated and ready to join the working population. Having a youthful
population, 50% of Indians are under 25 years of age, means that India has a large segment of
the population ready to contribute to the economy. This demographic dividend will enable
continued economic growth well into the future and make the predictions outlined in this
current study a reality.
The research also showed that one of India's dominant competitive advantages is that it is a
democratic county. This form of government offers those looking to do business in India a
sense of security and stability, and as a strong competitive advantage will play a fundamental
role in securing much of the prophesies outlined in this study for India's economic future
success.
An important ingredient for India's future success is its English-speaking population. As the
research showed, due to its period of British occupation, English is widely spoken throughout
the country. India actually has one of the largest English-speaking populations in the world,
something that will always be an important element in its continued growth into the future, its
continued ability to attract foreign investment and its ability to be an appealing haven for
international companies looking to avail of lower labour costs.
Whilst we are in the midst of the global recession, the research has shown that India is
emerging relatively unscathed. India has been cushioned for the most part from any major
repercussions that many other countries have experienced, producing consistently high
growth rates over the past number of years, as a result of which the research showed that, due
to its culture of good savings among the middle classes, and its large domestic economy,
India will continue to prosper, perhaps at a slightly slower rate that was predicted prior to the
global financial crisis; but progress it will, according to this current study.
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In conclusion, this current research showed that over the past number of decades India has
triumphed through battles and overcome many hurdles to arrive at its current standpoint, a
country on the brink of global economic dominance. Whilst it will possibly always trail
China, it is now elose to reaching the pinnacle of its economic stardom for hundreds of years.
These are truly exciting economic times, times in which India and Indians alike are showing
their true colours and innate ability to strive against all odds to regain their place in the new
world order.
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Appendices 1
The questions listed below took the form of the semi structured interview sessions which
were conducted over the telephone with each of the participants. Additional questions were
asked where appropriate and relevant, to expanding the research, and exerting the maximum
knowledge and opinion of the experts in question.
Question 1
In the process of this current research, on the Indian economy, the researcher has read a lot of
books and journals and articles on the subject of the Indian Economy and there seems to be a
constant running theme of the strengths and weaknesses of India such as in the area of;
a. Education
b. Health
c. Infrastructure
d. Poverty
e. Corruption
Can you expand on each of the above and offer your opinion on how you feel each of these
elements will impend or propel India forward and what you believe needs to be done in these
areas to award India with ultimate success; to become 'The Asian Giant'
Question 2
India has experienced steady growth over the past number of years and the future is very
promising for the country; what are your thoughts both on how India has brought itself to this
point and how, and if, it can maintain this state of growth and development.
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Question 3
Do you believe India has the potential to become one of the leading economies of the world;
f.

If yes what are the ingredients required for this success?

g. If no what are the dominant issues that are still holding it back?
Question 4
Do you think the government, today, is making the process for foreign companies to do
business in India an easy one ?
Question 5
What changes need to be made for India to be the best it can be?
Question 6
What is India's competitive/comparative advantage
Question 7
What are the experiences of foreign companies trying to do business in India today ie
companies trying to establish India as one of their company bases? Is the government
ensuring this process is an easy one or is India still paving a difficult path for foreign
companies to do business in India ?
Question 8
What do you believe are the key issues that are currently holding India back from further
development?
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Question 9
Where you see the India economy in 10-15 years time ?
Question 10
Any concluding thoughts/comments?
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Appendix 2
The following table illustrates the list of interviewees who participated in the study, together
with their current profession.

Interv iewee Name

Profession

1

Panagariya Arvind

Author & Professor of Economics

2

Dietmar Rothermund

Author & Professor of Economics

3

Bharat Sharma

CEO Of Irish / Indian Consulting Firm

4

Vivek Dehejia

Journalist & Professor of Economics

5

Vikas BajaJ

Economies Journalist

6

Bina Agarwal

Director & Professor at the Institute of Economic Growth

7

Tirthankar Roy

Professor of Economics and Published Academic Writer

8

Aaron Chaze

Author

9

Ananth Krishnan

Board Member of the Ireland India Business Association

Atanu Dey

Economist

10
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1. Arvind Panagariya
Arvind Panagariya is a Professor of Economics & Jagdish Bhagwati Professor of Indian
Political Economy at Columbia University and a Non-resident Senior Fellow at the Brookings
Institution. In the past, he has been the Chief Economist of the Asian Development Bank and a
Professor of Economics and Co-director, Center for International Economics, University of
Maryland at College Park.

He has also worked for the World Bank, IMF, WTO, and

UNCTAD in various capacities.

He holds a Ph.D. degree in Economics from Princeton

University.
Panagariya has written or edited ten books. His latest book, India: The Emerging Giant was
published in March 2008 by the Oxford University Press, New York and has been described as
the ‘definitive book on the Indian economy" by Farced Zakaria and ‘a tour de horizon and a
tour de force’ by Jagdish Bhagwati.

His previous books include The Economics of

Preferential Trade Agreements, 1996, AEI Press (with Jagdish Bhagwati) and Eectures on
International Trade, 1998, MIT Press (with J. Bhagwati and T.N. Srinivasan).
Panagariya is currently an editor of the India Policy Forum, a journal modelled on the
Brookings Papers on Economic Activity and Jointly published by the Brookings Institution,
Washington DC and the National Council on Applied Economic Research, New Delhi. His
technical papers have appeared in the American Economic Review, Quarterly Journal of
Economics, Review of Economic Studies, Journal of International Economics, and
International Economic Review while his policy papers have appeared in the Foreign Affairs,
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Foreign Policy, World Economy, Journal of International Affairs and Finance and
Development.
Panagariya writes a monthly column in the Economic Times, India's top financial daily. He
has also written guest columns in the Financial Times, Wall Street Journal, Hindu, India Today
and Outlook. He has appeared on numerous national and foreign television channels.
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2. Dietmar Rothermund
Dietmar Rothermund is Professor Emeritus of South Asian history, University of
fieidleberg, Germany. He is author of many works on Asian history and politics,
including A History of India (1986), with Hermann Kulke and India: The Rise of an
Asian Giant (2008) which examines the Indian Economy.
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3. Bharat Sharma
Bharat Sharma, an Oracle System Analyst by profession arrived in Ireland 10 years ago to
work as an IT contraetor. Having worked for many years for Tata Consulting in India he
understood what it took to build a software outsourcing business. Shortly after he arrived he
spotted an opportunity and set up an IT resourcing business providing Indian contractors to
the many companies who could not find qualified staff.

As the market flattened he took up a permanent post with Forfas. While there he became
aware of the support available to budding entrepreneurs and enrolled in the Enterprise
Ireland-backed Hothouse programme and set up MewlQ, a mobile software platform with
product-related plug-ins, but this business was ahead of both the market and the mobile
handset technology of the day.

However while on the programme he spotted an opportunity to provide software development
services from his native India to his fellow entrepreneurs. As demand grew he set up a
permanent office in late 2004 and formally established Monsoon Consulting as a hybrid
software development services provider in the Irish market.

In 2007 the company relocated its Jaipur office to bigger premises and began to grow the
team both in Ireland and India. This growth came on the back of a strong client base, well
drilled and well honed project management processes and an expansion in our technology
capability through recruitment and training.
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I'he company has now established itself as a leading Irish software development services
company to the Irish market. With a 30 strong team made up of Project Managers, Technical
Architects, Business Analysts we are providing our services to Technology Stait-ups, SME's,
State and Semi-State Agencies and Blue-chip organisations. Bharats company also provide
services to the web and creative community and deliver websites and search marketing
services to their own end clients. They have expanded to now deliver these services to a
client base in Ireland, the UK, Europe and the USA.
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4. Vivek Dehejia
Vivek Dehejia is an Economics Professor at Carleton University in Ottawa, Canada and also
writes for the New York Times, India on economic matters. He is also a writer and
commentator on the political economy of globafization and development, with a particular
interest in India.
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5. Vikas Bajaj
Vikas Bajaj is a correspondent for The New York Times in Mumbai, India, where he writes
primarily about economic and business issues. He was previously based in New York and
covered housing and financial markets from June 2006 to March 2009. Mr. Bajaj graduated
from Michigan State University in 1998 and joined The Times in 2005, having previously
worked at The Dallas Morning News. He was born in Mumbai (formerly Bombay) and grew
up there and in Bangkok, Thailand. He returned to India in the spring of 2009.
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6. Bina Agarwal

Bina Agarwal is Director and Professor of Economics at the Institute of Economic Growth,
Delhi University. Educated at the Universities of Cambridge and Delhi she has lectured
worldwide and held distinguished positions at many universities, including Elarvard,
Princeton , Michigan , Minnesota and the NYU School of Eaw. She was Harvard's first
Daniel Ingalls Visiting Professor, and later a Research Fellow at the Ash Institute, Kennedy
School of Government. At the University of Minnesota she held the Winton Chair. Agarwal
has been Vice-President of the International Economic Association, President of the
International Association for Feminist Economics, on the Board of the Global Development
Network, and a member of the Commission for the Measurement of Economic Performance
and Social Progress, chaired by Nobel Laureate Joseph Stiglitz. She is the first woman
President of the International Society for Ecological Economics. She serves on the UN
Committee for Development Policy and on the editorial boards of several international
academic journals. She holds honorary doctorates from the Institute of Social Studies in the
Netherlands and the University of Antwerp in Belgium.

Bina Agarwal's research is both theoretical and empirical in scope, with a particular focus on
the most disadvantaged. An economist with a keen interest in interdisciplinary and
intercountry explorations, her publications include nine books and over seventy professional
papers on subjects such as land, livelihoods and property rights; environment and
development; food security; the political economy of gender; poverty and inequality; law;
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and agriculture and technological change.

Among her best known works is A Field of One's Own : Gender and Land Rights in South
Asia (Cambridge University Press, 1994) which was awarded the A.K. Coomaraswamy Book
Prize 1996; the Edgar Graham Book Prize 1996; and the K. H. Batheja Award 1996. The jury
of the Edgar Graham prize called it *a superb analysis', ‘a classic landmark work of reference'
and a 'lasting milestone'. In 2002 she received the Malcolm Adhiseshiah award for
distinguished contributions to Development Studies, and in 2005 the Ramesh Chandra award
for “outstanding contributions to agricultural economics’’. Her writings placed the issue of
women's land rights centrally on the agenda of governments, civil society groups, and
international agencies. In 2005, she also catalyzed a successful campaign for the
comprehensive amendment of Hindu Inheritance law in India to make it gender equal.

In her most recent book Gender and Green Governanee (Oxford University Press 2010)
Agarwal explores the impact of women's presence on forest governance and conservation.
Elinor Ostrom, 2009 Nobel Laureate in Economics, endorses the book as follows: 'Bina
Agarwal has crafted a book of central importance in today's world. ... With analytical rigour
and originality, Agarwal bridges major gaps in our understanding of the difference women
can make, when they are actively involved in forest governance.'

In 2008, Agarwal received a Padma Shri from the President of India; and in 2010 the
Leontief Prize from Tufts University 'for broadening the frontiers of economic thought.'
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7. Tirthankar Roy
I'irthankar Roy is reader in Economic History, London School of Economics, and an
economic historian of modern and early modern South Asia. He has published extensively,
including a widely used student text. The Economic History of India 1857-1947 from OUP
India, now in its third edition, it has changed the way Indian economic history is studied and
taught worldwide.
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8. Aaron Chaze
Aaron Chaze is the author of a number of books most notably, India: An Investors Guide to
the Next Economic Superpower. He is also President of Midas Touch Global Markets, a
Toronto based investment research and analytics firm, that provides customized, investment
research to hedge funds, investment banks and asset managers in the US and Canada.
He is also the founding managing editor of The Midas Touch, a monthly e-magazine
covering lucrative investment opportunities globally but with a special emphasis on the
opportunity in India.
He has spent the last 15 years analyzing and commenting on Indian equalities; first as a
financial journalist and then as an equity analyst.
He was a Vice President with two blue chip Indian firms, Kotak Securities and CRISIL. He
lives and works in Toronto, Canada with his wife and two children.
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9. Ananth Krishnan
Ananth is a member of the Ireland India Business Association and a Banking professional
with over 20 years of experience in banking with some of the large international banking
institutions. After a long period in India he is currently based in Dublin working for a large
international bank.
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10. Atanu Dey

Is an Indian Economist, based in San Francisco, where he lives and works. He studied for his
doctorate at the University of California at Berkeley where he completed his PhD thesis
titled, "Universal Service Obligation Imposed Cross-subsidies: The impact on the demand
for telecommunications in India. ”
While at the University of California at Berkeley he was also a Reuters Digital Vision Fellow
at Stanford University 2001-02. During that time he developed a model for the development
of rural India. T he model is called “F^ISC — Rural Infrastructure & Services Commons."
One his blog “On India's Development" he writes on a wide range of topics such as
education, technology, economics and politics. Atanu is currently the Chief Economist at
Netcore Solutions in Mumbai. And is Atanu is also the author of a booked called
'Transforming India’.
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